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12 February 2018

Dear Sir/Madam

Draft Bray Municipal District LAP 2018- 2024
Proposed Material Alteration No 18: Kilruddery Demesne
1997'
I am a resident of Swanbrook since the estate was first built in
I am writing to object to the Proposed Material Alteration No 18 in
relation to the building of 86 residential unlts on 4.3ha of land.

Bray
The southern cross Road is one of the busiest routes in and out of
on a daily basis. Every morning there is a bottleneck at the roundabout
to the Greystones Road and building more houses on an already overand bus
stretched area is just ridiculous. We lack the basic infrastructure
services on the Southern Cross.
I note there is a proposal to building a shopping centre in the Proposed
this
Material Alteration No 24 onthe southern cross but I wonder will
ever be built ?

for
We have been promised a Shopping Centre on the Southern Cross
the last twenty years but there is always a problem. We were told firstly
that there was a problem with the ownership of the land and then
to
somebody was supposed to have bought the land but did not bother
get the
develop it. Have ait tn"r" problems been sorted so that we can
proper services and facilities on the Southern Cross which are long
overdue?

With additional houses and no infrastructure in place the potential for
anti-social behaviour will increase.

ln my opinion the building of a shopping centre and facilities is
imperative before Wicklow Co. Council can even begin to develop the
lands mentioned in Material Alteration No 18.

Yours faithfully

A'-*- L n--a.*Z
Dairina McMichael

6t3

Leonora Earls
:rom:
ient:

cliona@planex.ie

09 March 2018 15:58
Planning - Plan Review
Submission to Material Alterations of the Bray Municipal District LAP 2017 - 2023
T&V McMullan_Amend Bray MD LAP_Mar 2018.pdf

To:

Subject:
Attachments

Dear Wicklow County Council,

Please find attached submission on proposed alterations only

This submission follows and earlier one that received ref. no. C196 which is appended to the new submission or ease of
reference.

Regards and thank you,

Cliona Ryan
el:
00353 1 6770273

Mob:

00353 86 3805515

Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer
The contents of this e-mail and any attachments thereto are the property of the sender and are intended for the named addressee only. The content

of this e-mail may be confidential and/or commercially sensitive. If you have received this e-mail in error, please do not copy it or forward it to
& Development Ltd. are not be liable for

anyone, please immediately destroy it and kindly notify the sender. Property Resource Planning Management
any alterations to this electronic message by any third party.

to be secure or error free. It is your

responsibility to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this
will not adversely affect your system or data. You are requested to carry out any other virus checks as you consider
appropriate. We accept no liability for any direct, special, indirect or consequential damages which may be caused by any software virus. We reserve
E-mail cannot be guaranteed

message and any attachments

the right to record and monitor e-mail messages sent to and from this address for the purposes of investigating or detecting any unauthorised use of
our system and ensuring its effective operation.
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Our Ref. 00.14.2017

8fr March 2018
MATERIAT ALTERATIONS TO DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT tOCAt AREA PIAN

RE:

(AP' 2017.2023

Dear Wicklow County Council,

We make this submission on behalf of Thomas & Valerie McMullan of Killarney Glen, Bray, Co. Wicklow in relation to the
above Draft Local Area Plan (LAP) that is now at material alterations stage.
Previous submission

We prepared a submission on behalf of the McMullans at the Draft LAP rtage that concluded in requesting an alteration to
section 7.4'The Dargle River'in respect of the Walkthat is indicated in text to cross the McMullans, and their neighbours, rear
gardens at Killarney Glen.
The submission set down reason why a Walk along the rear garden areas of Killarney Glen is impossible due to insurmountable

restrictions to related to; residential amenity protection; identified flooding risk and the fact that the lands held by the Council

at this location are too limited in width and location to achieve a walkway of sufficient width standard.
We reiterate that for the reasons summarised above and set out in detail in our previous submission (that received ref. no.
C195 and attached) that a River Dargle Walk from Bray Harbour to Rehills along the southern bank of the River at Killarney
Glen is infeasible and better facilitated on the opposite side of the River (northern bank) utilising existing and planned crossings.

Proposed Material Alterations nos. 9 and 15
We have reviewed the proposed material alterations to the Draft LAP and note that Section 7.4'The Dargle River'of the Plan
now contains the following proposed material alteration no. 9 (in red);

Along the River Dargle, the following objectives shall apply:

.

lo promote the use of the Dargle riverbank between

Bray Harbour and 'La Vallee' as a leisure and natural amenity

area through the development of a Dargle River Walk along the south bank of the riveL in agreement with affected
landowners,'
We also note proposed material alteration no. 15 at'Green lnfrastructure Objectives'of the LAP. This provision of obtaining
agreement with the affected landowners for the River Dargle Walk appears at Green lnfrastructure Objective (Gl) 5 as follows;

GlS

To

promote the development of a series of major open spaces and recreational areas linked by green corridors where

feasible (9ee map Gll), in the Bray MD area as follows:

,

along the south bank of River Dargle from Bray Harbour, as far as Rehills (SLO-2) in agreement with affected
landowners;"

MATERIAL ALTERATIONS TO DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LAP 20,I7.2023
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We further not. that for reasonr of rccognising thc rcquirement for Approprirt: tuscttmcm .nd FrotGcti€)a d biocfircnity
and ecology that the Green lnfrastructure Objectives of the LAP a3 part of proposed amendment no. 15 opens with the
statement thag
"The exact

route for these developments is not yet known..."

Support of proposed material alterations nos. 9 and 15
The McMullans support the proposed material alterations

no.9 and 15 as they explicitly

recognise the requirement for

agreement with affected landowners for the imposition of a Walk that itself requires permitting.

Material alterations nos.9 and 15 do not go far enough
The McMullans, long-time residents of the area and Bray citizens who support the sustainable development of the town, in
deference to the LAP recognising the requirement for detailed design of the Walk, here make the submission that the proposed

material alterations 9 and 15 should be revised

to include the podetial of the northern river bank in order to achieve the

objective a River Dargle Walk and avoid its imposition at Killarney Glen.

Yours faithfully,

Cliona Ryan

Director

MATERIAL ALTERATIONS TO DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LAP 2017-2023
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13s September 2017

RE:

DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAT AREA PIAN 2017.2023

Dear Wicklow County Council,

We make this submission on behalf of Thomas & Valerie McMullan of Killarney Glen, Bray, Co. Wicklow in relation to the
above Draft Local Area Plan (LAP).

Purpose of Draft LAP
The Bray Municipal District LAP is to replace the existing Bray Plans ([own Development Plan 201 1

-

-

2017, Environs LAP 2009

2015 (extended)) and those for Enniskerrry and Kilmacanogue whose development strategy is currently set down in the

County Plan 2016

-2022.

The houser on Killarney Glen ara within the Bray Town Plan area.

We understand that the Draft LAP is to operate in parallelwith the County Plan.

Purpose of Submission
The McMullan's family home is on Killrrney Glen on the southern bank of thc River Dargle. Thc private open spaca associated

with their detached home is located to the rear (north) of their house and has already been subject to reduction following the
CPO of lands to facilitate the River Dargle Flood Defence Scheme under An Bord Plean5la Order P139.CH3122.

It has come to the attention of the family that the Draft LAP indicates and OSI 'Open Spacd'land use zoning along the banks

of the River Dargle at their rear garden area. These lands are currently zoned

RE1

in common with the houset. This draft

open space land use zoning also appears on map no. Gl1 Green lnfrastructure as part of a"Green Coridor"and on Map no.

T01 Road Transport Objectives Map as a " Green Routd' (R09). They have long understood the importance of keeping the
riverbank free from new development for reason of the requirement for riparian strips and the susceptibility of the area to
flooding. This freedom from development is compatible with the use of the lands as the family's private open space.

A review of the written statement gives further information on this area. lt is an objective for The River Dargle at section 7.4
of the Draft LAP that "To promote the use of the Dargle riverbank between Bray Harbour and 'La Vallee' as a leisure and
natural amenity are4 through the development of a Dargle River Walk along the south bank of the river."

This'Walk'will pass by the McMullan's and neighbours' homes private open spaces to which they strongly object for reason
of contravention of extant Town Plan policy and objectives; further, significant and unacceptable diminution of their existing
residential amenity; and the physical impracticability of such a proposal.

DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2017-2023
Our

Ref.00.14.2017
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Bray Town Plan 2011 - 20t7
The current Plan indicates a link between the harbour and the N11 along the River Dargle denoted as'Proposed Pedestrian

Circulatrbn'. When this current Plan was prepared it was accompanied by a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

(SFRA)

that

incorponted the River Drrglc Flood Defencc Scheme approved in 2008, thc works for which have bcm crrricd out from 2010
into this year.
As part of that Scheme the riverbank margins of the private garden area of the McMullan's and their neighbours' homes were
compulsorily purchased. The works to be undertaken were flood defence barrier works and not a public walkway which will
itself be required to be subject to Part Vlll approval.
The McMullan and neighbours' homes remain in an identified flood risk zone as site no. B2(f) subject to a justification test in

the

SFRA

at Appendix C of the Draft LAP. ln the

SFRA

the homes fail the justification test and are recommend for minor

development (e.9. extensions) only on the basis that the buildings

pre-exist. lt

is for this identified flood risk that the flood

defence walls have been installed along the riverbank at this location.
The current Town Plan at Section 9.4.1 concerned with Recreation & Open Space for the River Dargle states:
"The Council aims to facilitate the appropriate development of the area so that the full potential of the area can be utilised to

the benefit of the town's economr- recreattbnC and natural environment.

It is the policy of the Council to encouraoe the orovision of oedestrian and cvcle access alono the Darole Riverbank while
Drofcrtina the residential amenitv

of

properties. The Council will reserue lands free from development to facilitate

such access.

A Darole River Walk Plan will be prepared and implemented bv the Council in coniunction with all relevant authorities, intere!!
groups and members of the public. This plan will include relevant measures that relate to the development of the walkway.
This Plan will include provision for matterc relatino to conseruation, developina amenity/recreational potential funding,
manaaement maintenance, securitv etc.

Plan will include

measures

to

ensure

residential amenity of residents in the uicinitv of the prooosed walkwav is not impinqed on. The Plan will seek to develop a
neighbourhood park and associated leisure and play facilities as part of the Dargle River Walk."
tgrYtpharB addedl

We submit that the Dargle River Walk Plan committed to in the existing Town Plan has not been prepared and therefore the
indication of a walkway to the rear of the McMullan and neighbouring homes via open space land use zoning and statement

at section 7.4 of the Draft LAP materially contravenes the current Plan and is at least premature to the investigations and
identified assessments that would be continued in such a Walk Plan. The indicated draft provision of a walkway on top of the
flood defence works lands at Killarney Glen has not been subject to detailed design and not only contravenes the provisions

of the current plan for lhal Walk but for reason of simple elevation will result in material overlooking of private

gardens

bringing a resultant complete loss of privary and threat to security.
We submit that any walkway, to accord with the provisions of the current plan at Chapter 7 (particularly sections 7.4.5 and
7.4.12) will require a dual walking/cycling purpose. Forsuch a walkwayto be successful

it must be perceived as safe and thus

will be required to be lit imposing greater disamenity on the dwellings along the riverbank at Killarney Glen.
Chapter 7 of the current plan contains policy statements in relation to Cycling and Walking (7.4.6). ln this regard the Plan sets
down a set of criteria for such routes under the heading " Pedestrian and cycle routes should present the following attributes

to all users". We submit that the proposed walkway for the above reasons does not meet four of the six criteria;

.
.
o

for want of detailed design and the implementation of the River Dargle Walk Plan there is a lack of "coherence';
that the limited width available to the council to construct a pathway along will result is a lack of "comfort "for users;

o

will not meet width and lighting standards acceptable lrom a " road safety" perspeclive.

the "security" of the homes along Killarney Glen will be unacceptably compromised;

and

DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2017-2023
Our Ref.
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Reddonthl Amcnity
It is submitted that material overlooking and unacceptable loss of privacy for the privatc open space areas of the McMullan
and neighbours' homes would naturally arise as a result of walkaway installed at Killarney Glen. The McMullans are long term
residents of the area with a young family fully engaged in community life. They 3upport the furthcr sustainable devclopment

of

for infrastructure and improvement in access and safe pedestrian and cyclist movement
throughout the town but believe that thc proposed walkway objective at Killrmey Glen is contrary to the principler of
Bray, including provisions

sustainable development for reason of the unacceptable loss of private residential amenity and for practical reasons that the
pathway will be unimplementable.

Physical Constraints

ln deference to the current Bray Town Plan requirement for a Dargle River Walk al Killarney Glen to also accommodate cycling
and having regard to the identified potential to flood we submit that the horizontal width of such a walkway will be well in
excess

of the extent of the lands in the ownership and control of the council along the River at this location having regard to

in Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS), prepared jointly in 2013 by the then Departments of
Tourism & Sport and Environment, Community & Local Government.
We submit that there ir insufficient horizontal width to install

r

Transport,

footpath of sufficient elevation to avoid flooding risk along

the southern bank of the Dargle River at Killarney Glen. We submit that the insufficient width to install a footpath to at least
the standards set down in DMURS is contrary to best practice and thus the proper planning and development of the area
generally. Having regard to the riverside location of the proposed Walkwhere the river is recognised to have flooding risk it
is submitted that such insufficient width is a material impediment to the installation of a safe walkway for pedestrians.

Conclusion
The authority is requested to consider those matters they have identified at scction 9.4.1 of the current Bray Town Plan as

informing a Dargle River Walk Plan

lo be

prepared over the period 2011

-

2017 and not undertaken.

lt is submitted that

rt Killarney Glen and their
contiguous location with private open space that the council revise the envisaged Walk al this location. We submit that
alternatives may be to continue from the park on the northern riverbank or indicate the Walk to access the public road
having regard to the very limited width of council controlled lands at thc southern riverbank

pathway at Killarney Glen where pedestrians and cyclists are already accommodated in an attractive, safe environment lined

with mature trees subject to Tree Preservation Order. The council is requested to revise the objective for the walkway along
the southern bank of the Dargle River at Killarney Glen at section 7.4 of the Draft LAP accordingly.

Yours faithfully,

Cliona Ryan

Director

DRAFT BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2017-2023
Our Rel
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Leonora Earls
From
Sent:
To:
Cc:

lan Livingstone [ilivingstone@ohnspainassociates.com]
09 March 201815:24

ubject
,+ttachments:

Planning - Plan Review
Padraig Breen; John Spain; Rory Kunz
Response to Proposed MaterialAlterations on Draft Bray LAP
Submission on Bray LAP Proposed MaterialAlteration No.24.pdf

Dear Sir/Madam,
On behalf of our client, Nechouka Limited, please find attached submission in respect of Proposed Material
Alteration No.24 of the Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan in respect of lands at Southern Cross.
Regards,
lan

lan Livingstone
John Spain Associates
39 Fitzwilliam Place
Dublin 2
DO2 ND61

T:01 662 5803
V:087 6031309
imail: ilivinqstone@iohnspainassociates.com
Web: www.isaplanninq.ie

John Spoin Associotes
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JSA John Spoin Associotes

39 Fitzwilliam Place,

Dublin 2
ND6I

Plonning & Development Consullonts

DO2

Chorlered Town Plonners & Chortered Surveyors

wwwjsaplanning.ie
Tel 0l 662 5803
info@j ohnspainassociates. com

Administrative Officer,
Planning Department,
Wicklow County Council,
Station Road,
Wicklow Town
467 FW96
9th March 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,

RE:

SUBMISSION ON THE MATERIAL AMENDMENT NO.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2018.2024

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

On behalf of our client, Nechouka Limited, Third Floor, Huguenot House, Saint
Stephen's Green, Dublin 2 DOz NY63 we wish to make a submission on the
proposed Material amendments to the Draft Bray Municipal District LocalArea Plan
2017. The submission relates to lands located at Southern Cross, Bray, Co.
Wicklow. Our client's Iand holding extends to approximately 4.8ha.

1.2

This submission relates to proposed material alternation No. 24 of the Draft Bray
Municipal District Local Area Plan 2O1B-2O24 which proposes the addition of a new
Specific Local Objective at the site, referred to as 'Bray Southern Cross Neighbourhood Centre'. This incorporates the division of our client's lands to provide
a Neighbourhood Centre 'NC' on a the area to the south and Residential
Development 'R Special' on the remaining area to the north. lt is proposed the
neighbourhood centre use be larger in area to that of the residential use to the north
which equates to approximately 2ha.

1.3

Our client wishes to make a submission in respect of these proposals and the content
of the zoning descriptions included within Proposed Material Alteration No. 24. ln
this regard it is submitted that:
a

o

24 OF THE BRAY

The residential density as noted under zoning 'R Special' be reduced from
40 units and some flexibility is provided within the adopted LAP to provide a
range of density from 30-40 units per hectare;
The request for provision of a total gross floor area of 2,500 sq.m plus 5 no.
units at circa 500 sq.m is considered to be over prescription and may not
be deliverable and again, a range of outcomes should be facilitated; and

Managing Director: John P. Spain r,rs lrru-;r rrRrc Ascs \rRnr \rnr
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Submission on Draft Brav Municioal District LAP

a

The requirement for the implementation of the neighbourhood centre prior
to the construction of residential development to the north shall be removed
as flexibility in phasing and delivery will be required to ensure a viable
development and to enable the timely delivery of much needed new housing
units.

2.0

PROPOSED ALTERATION

2.1

The subject lands are located in the settlement boundary of Bray, as defined in the
Draft Municipal District LocalArea Plan. The subject lands are located on greenfield
land to the north of the R768 Southern Cross Road on the southern edge of Bray.
The site lies in a mixed use area, with existing residential development found to the
north, east and west, with a substantial business park lying opposite, to the south of
Southern Cross Road.

2.2

Proposed Material Alteration No. 24 proposes that the lands are divided into 2 no.
areas for Neighbourhood Centre and Residential Development uses respectively. A
car free green route is proposed through the middle of the site, defining the perimeter
of the two zonings. The Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan when published
in August 2017 identified the extent of lands under ownership of my client for
neighbourhood centre use with the objective lo 'protect, provide for and improve a
mix of neighbourhood centre servlces and facilities which provide for the day-to-day
needs of the local community'.

2.3

The proposed alteration to the land use zoning of the site is noted by the below
extract.

,l

Subject Lands

IEIUIETDflTIAL

llErGXtOt

tnooocofltc

Itrt

2.4

The following text is noted as accompanying the proposed material alteration:
The neighbourhood centre shall include a supermarket and nof /ess than 5
smaller retail units, as well as provision for other non+etail / commercial
professional up to a total floor area of 2,500sqm (GFA) for the supermarket and
of the order of 500sqm (GFA) for the smaller units / non retail uses;

o

/

2
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.
o
o
o

The development shall include the provision of communU / health / public
/ wellbeing floor space of the order of Sa1sqm;
Residential development, on the northern part of the site that is zoned RSpecial, a higher density format of 40/ha shall be considered only where it is
part of an overall project involving the completion of the neighbourhood centre
in advance of any residential units;
Vehicular access to the site shall be from Bray SCR;
The development shall make provision for a car free green route from the southeastern corner of the site adjoining fhe SCR through to the Deerpark road at
the north western corner of the lands.
servrbes

2.5

Our client is supportive of the zoning of the lands for both neighbourhood centre and
residential land use. However, it is respectfully submitted that accompanying text,
as noted above is overly prescriptive Greater flexibility should be applied to ensure
the successful and viable development of the site. !n this regard, the following
changes are requested.

2.6

Text under bullet point 1 deleted and replaced with:
a

'The neighbourhood centre shall include a supermarket up to 2,500 sq.m GFA
5 smaller retail unifs, as well as provision for other non-retail
commercial / professiona/ uses.'

/

and up to
2.7

This proposed change to the material amendments will greater align the proposed
neighbourhood centre with that of the description found within the Draft LAP to
'provide for smallsca/e missed use commercial/ community / retail development that
serve only an immediate catchment or planned new areas of significant residential
expansion'and support the dayto-day needs of the local community. The Local
Area Plan should set out the relevant policies and objectives and not be prescriptive
on mix and size as this will depend on circumstances prevailing and is best assessed
through the Development Management Process.

2.8

Text under bullet point 3 deleted and replaced with
a

'Residential development on the northern part of the site that is zoned RSpecial, a density of c. 30-40/ha rs consrUered appropriate'

2.9

The 'Potential No. of Units' column of Table 3.1 should be altered accordingly to read
'60 -80'.

210

lt is submitted that proposed zoning 'R-Special' linked to the area of the site zoned
for residential use proposing an overly prescriptive 40lha is a very prescriptive figure
and the exact density should be considered through the Development Management
process having regard to siting, detailed design and other requirements in the
context of Government Guidelines and the policies of the LAP. lt is submitted that a
range is more appropriate and allows for flexibility in the design process and the
ability to respond appropriately to site characteristics and context.

2.11

Furthermore, any link to the provision of neighbourhood centre use precluding
residential development on the site is not considered reasonable in this case. These
uses are guided by different market forces and therefore linking one use to another
has the potential to impact negatively on the sustainable development of the area.
Additionally, the site may fall into multiple ownership which can create difficulties in
delivering development as a single phase. ln this regard it is submitted that linking
3
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of the neighbourhood centre to the residential use is not appropriate and may not be
feasible from a commercial perspective as this could significantly delay housing
delivery. Therefore this should not be tied to the delivery of the Neighbourhood
Centre.

3.0

SUMMARY

3.1

ln light of the above, we respectfully request that the text accompanying the Specific
Local Objective SLO 11 at Bray Southern Cross Neighbourhood be altered to read
as follows:

'Ihis SLO is located on Bray Southern Cross Road (SCR), with the 'Deerpark'
road bounding the site to the west. The sife rs surrounded by existing housing
areas to the west and north, by zoned employment land to the east and by the
SCR fo the south. The area measures c. 4 ha. Ihrb SLO is designated for the
development of a new neighbourhood hub to serve the Bray SCR area, and
provides an opportunity for both retail and community services as wel/ as the
development of new vehicular and pedestrian routes from the SCR fo Boghall
Road.
The development of the site shall be carried out through an appropriate phasing
mechanism to ensure the timely and viable delivery of housing and appropriate
infrastructure. The development shall be of the highest design quality; the
neighbourhood centre building(s) shallform a distinctive and attractive presence
along fhe SCR; high quality urban realm and functional green spaces shall be
provided, as well as pedestrian and cycling links to surrounding lands and public
roads.

.
.
.
.
o

The neighbourhood centre shall include a supermarket up to 2,500 sq.m GFA
and up to 5 smaller retail units, as well as provision for other non-retail /
commercial / professional uses,'
The development shall include the provision of community / health / public
seryices / wellbeing floor space of the order of 500sqm;
Residential development on the northern part of the site that is zoned RSpecial, a density of c. 30-40/ha is considered appropriate;
Vehicular access to the site shall be from Bray SCR;
The development shall make provision for a car free green route from the
soufh-easfern corner of the site adjoining fhe SCR, through to the Deerpark
road at the north western corner of the lands.'

4.0

CONCLUSIONS

4.1

This submission is made on behalf of our client, Nechouka Limited, Third Floor,
Huguenot House, Saint Stephen's Green, Dublin 2 DO2 NY63 in respect of lands
proposed for Neighbourhood Centre and Residential Development north of the R768
Southern Cross Road.

4.2

This submission relates to Proposed Material Alteration No.24 to the Bray Municipal
District LAP as it relates to Bray Southern Cross - Neighbourhood Centre.

4.3

It is respectfully requested that our client's lands, be retained for the proposed uses,
with alterations as noted above, made to the accompanying text. The delivery of

4
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housing should not be restricted or delayed by the requirement for provision of the
neighbourhood centre on lands to the south.
4.4

We would be grateful if our submission on the proposed Material Alterations be
considered in the preparation of the final Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan.

Yours sincerely,

{"-,'--$.*)Asr=..
John Spain Associates

5
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Leonora Earls
From:
Sent:
To:

Stephen O'Leary

[r

07 March 201811:04
Planning - Plan Review
Bray LAP - proposed alteration number 9 (section 7.4)

Subject

Dear Wicklow County Council,
I live at 1 Killarney Glen

with my family

with the proposed amendment (no. 9) to the LAP section 7.4 which adds the wording "in agreement with
affected landowners".
I agree

This is an improvement on the previous wording however my preference, as stated previously, is for no walkway to
be implemented along the banks of the Dargle river to Rehills. This is for the following reasons:

1)

2l

3)

4l

the cost of such a scheme when limited funds are available in the county
the impact a walkway so close to the houses at Killarney Glen would have on our family lives and our privacy
the safety of our families and our property due to ongoing trespass and public order issues in the area
the safety for walkers and cyclists on a path that would be less than 3 feet wide in parts

Stephen O'Leary

CONTACT INFORMATION

Stephen O'Leary, 1 Killarney Glen, Herbert Road, Bray

Er6

Leonora Earls
From:
Sent:
To:

nicky ralph

i

04 March 2018 11:05
Planning - Plan Review
Bray municipal district local area plan 2018

Subject
To whom it may concern,

Our names are Nicola and Alan Ralph and we are writing on the behalf of our family who live at: 2
Killamey Glen,
Herbert Rd
Bray

Co.Wicklow
We wish to support the change of wording put forward by Councillor Chris Fox at a Wicklow County
Council meeting on 15-01-2018. At this meeting Councillor Fox sought to amend the wording with regard
to article 7.4T\e Dargle river. The wording which we would seek to support is:

.

"in agreement with affected landowners"

Jur family home backs onto the River Dargle's south bank and in our previous email of 10-09-2017 we
outlined our concerns about the proposed walkway and it's proximity to our home, from a safety and privacy
perspective.
Despite the considerable stress and other implications of the 10 years of the flood defence process, we have
always strived to work in an open and cooperative way with the council and their agents.
We would welcome any councillors who wish to visit our home (please contact us in advance) to view the
location of the proposed walkway first hand, so that they understand our genuine concerns.
yours sincerely,
Alan and Nicola Ralph

1

qw

Leonora Earls
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Darren Redmond

06 March 201813:29
Planning - Plan Review; Cllr. Steven Matthews
Fia O'Caoimh; pauline
Regarding the proposed material alterations to the Bray Local Area Plan Ref No 1. 2.2.1
plan review.pdf

To whom it may concern,
Please see attached PDF regarding council meeting

on l5l0ll20l8. We three witness this road R08 be rejected and voted no at
council meeting. We would urge it's removable from the county plan.

Kind regards,
Darren Redmond

MarillnRedmond
Valerie Redmond

1

pla

nreview@wicklowcoco.ie

Regarding the proposed material alterations to the Bray Local Area Plan Ref No 1.2.2.1

From: Darren Redmond, Marilyn Redmond and Ms. Valerie Redmond. Adults resident at
below address and in attendance at the council vote on this matter, l5th January 2018.
Address: Inisfree, Kilfenora Lane, Kilmacanogue, Co. Wicklow, A98 EP90

Ref: Proposed material alterations to the draft Bra MD LAP 201S-Sorcha
Ref Page 5: PROPOSED MATERIAI ATTERATION No. 12.2 FACTORS
INFIUENCING THE STRATEGY 2.2.L Role and function of settlements in the
Bray MD KILMACANOGUE
As a result of the proposed amend

to Map 4, the proposed road

R08

(contained in Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan2OL7, Map No
T01) should be removed from maps as it was part of the rezoning proposal
that was rejected. The result of this amend by the Council on Jan L5,2OL8,
was to remove R08 from any maps. This was to be replaced by a laneway.
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ADDENDUM I TO THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OF THE DRAFT BRAY MUNlCIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL
AREA PLAN 2OL8 - 2024 Ref Page 8

,STRATEGIC

ENVIRONMENTAT ASSESSMENT OF THE DRAFT BRAY
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2O,"8 - 2024,

THE

REF Tabte 2.1 SEA Screening

of Proposed Material Alterations to the Draft

Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan 2018-2024 on page 8

under proposed MAP includes the development of road R08. This
was to be removed from the plan and any subsequent maps as it was
dependent on the rezoning of the area east of Kilmacanogue, which was by
the counci! at the meeting on Lsth Janu ary 201.8. The view of the meeting
was that there was no requirement for such a road of this size. This vote of
NO was witnessed by at least 20 people. lt should be removed from them
map below which is included in the Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area
Plan 20L7, Map No T01. lt is marked in orange below on the map.
Note

1.3
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Leonora Earls
From:
Sent:
,.o:

Subject:
Attachments:

Anthony Marston [anthony@marstonplanning.ie]
08 March 2018't6:08
Planning - Plan Review
Bray LAP - MATERIAL ALTERATIONS
Material Alterations report, pdf

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Please find attached submission in relation to Material Alteration no. 23 and Table 3.1 as set out in the Material
Alterations of the Bray Local Area Plan.
Please confirm receipt of this submission.
Regards

Anthony Marston
Marston Planning Consultancy
m:086-3837100
www.marst npla nnine.ie

lnformation in this message is confidential and may be legally privileged. lt is intended solely for the person to
whom it is addressed. lf you are not the intended recipient you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.
Please notify the sender if you have received this e-mail in error and delete the message from your system
immediately.
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MARSTON
PLANNING CONSULTANCY
Administrative Off icer
Planning Section
Wicklow County Council
Station Road
Wicklow Town
Co Wicklow
Sth

March 2018

Our Ref. 16017

Re:

Formal submission in relation to the Material Alterations to the Draft Bray Municlpal District
Local Area Plan 2O18-2024

Dear Sir / Madam,

We, Marston Planning Consultancy, 23 Grange Park, Foxrock, Dublin 18 are instructed by our clients Rego
Property, in relation to lands that measure some 6.1 hectares that include one habitable dwelling at Oldcourt
House, to make this formal submission to Wicklow County Council in relation to the material alterations of
the Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan 2018-2024.
Our clients welcome the change in the zoning as outlined under Material Alteration no. 23 on page 39 of the
published Material Alterations. This states that a "Specitic Local Objective SLO|O Oldcourt House" be
added to the Local Area Plan. This Specific Local Objective is fully supported by our clients that establishes
key development criteria within which these lands can be developed.

Table 3.1 on page 42 of the Alterations document indicates the location, area and capacity in terms of
residential units of land within Bray. This correctly indicates the new residential zoning at Oldcourt House
having an area of l.14hectares and it having been rezoned for Residential - High Density under the
Alterations. lt indicates the capacity of these lands as being only 32 units.
We respectfully submit that as the R-HD zoning relates to the provision of high quality, high density new
residentialdevelopment the indicated number of residential units significantly under-estimates the capacity ol
these lands, subject to achieving the requirements of the Specific Local Objective SLO10. lt is a general
objective of the LAP that such R-HD lands be developed at a density of not less than 50 units per hectare.
We therefore request that the potential number of units within Table 3.1 be appropriately increased to 57
potential residential units within the R-HD lands at Oldcourt House.
We also refer the Council to the inclusion of Map Gl 1 within the Material Alterations no. 29. This Material
Alteration seeks to omit land that are not publically owned or open to the public from the'open space and
parks' code on the Gl Map. lt is notable that this includes a significant area of 'open space and parks'that
are within Oldcourt and cannot be described as either being publically owned or open to the public and
should be removed from this Map. !t is also notable that this area is zoned for residential purposes under the
RE - Existing Residential zoning objective reflecting the immediate setting of Oldcourt House. The areas in
question are outlined at the back of this submission and we request that the 'open space and parks' be
removed as outlined in the aftached map extract.
ln summary we request the following:

-

the potential number of units for Oldcourt House within Table 3.1 be increased to 57 potential
residential units within the R-HD lands at Oldcourt House; and
the removal of the'open space and parks'shading that is located within Oldcourt and access
road from Map Gll given that it is in private ownership and for which there is no current
public access, and given its Existing Residential zoning.

23 Grange Park, Foxrock. Dublin

l8

Val Reg no.8870129F
Company regislration no. 296934
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residential unitc that can be achleved on the t.l4hecteres of Hlgh Dencity Reddenild zoned
potential minimum numbEr reflects both local, reglonal and national planning policy.

We would be obligcd

t

you will acknowledgc recept ol thia submlrdon in due

oouo. end vur m{fl b.

happy to furnish any further information that you may require to dealwith this matter.
Yours faithfully,

lt\^^frAnthony Marston

Marslon Planning Consultancy
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p.0e 2 ot 3

Extract from Map Gl
the Gl I map.

I-

lndlcatlng three areas to be excluded from the open spaco and parks undcr

Extract from Material Alteration no. 23 - indicating residential zoned areas that should be excluded
from the open space and parks under the Gl 1 map.
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Leonora Earls
rom:
Sent:
To:

Stephanie Byrne [sbyrne@ohnspainassociates.com]
09 March 201816:12
Planning - Plan Review
Bray LAP Material Alterations Submission
Submission on Bray LAP (RGRE) MaterialAmendments FlNAL.pdf

Subject:
Attachments

/

Dear Sir

Madam,

Please see attached submission on behalf of RGRE J &
Bray Municipal District LAP 2OL8-2022.
I

R

Valery's Limited on the proposed Material Alterations to the

would be grateful if you could confirm receipt.

Regards,

Stephanie Byrne
John Spain Associates,
39 Fitzwilliam Place,
)ublin 2.
DO2 ND61

T: +3531 6625803
M: +353 871489360
e-mail : sbvrne@iohnspainassociates.com

web: www.isaplanninq.ie

E

John Spoin Associotes
Pleaa.ng

6 Orrrlogmrnl Cotryltontr

(l!,r.raa lcr; lrr+rr.r 3 Cla.r.r.J 1.',.ra,r

The information contained in this email and in any attachments is confidential and is designated solely for the attention and use of the intended
recipient(s).This information may be subject to legal professional privilege, and copyright. If you are not an intended recipient of this email, you must not
use, disclose, copy, distribute or retain this ntessage or any part ot it.
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John Spoin Associotes

39 Fitzwilliam Place,

Plonning & Developmenl Consultonts

DO2 ND61

Dublin

Chorlcred Town Plonners & Chorlcred Surveyors
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www. jsaplanning.ie
Tel 0l 662 5803
info@j ohnspainassociates.com

Administrative Officer,
Planning Department,
Wicklow County Council,
Station Road,
Wicklow Town
A67 FW96
9th March 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
RE:

SUBMISSION ON THE MATERIAL ALTERATIONS TO THE BRAY MUNICIPAL
DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN 2018.2024

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

On behalf of our client, RGRE J & R Valery's Limited, Treasury Building, Grand
Canal Street Lower, Dublin 2, we wish to make a submission on the Material
Alterations to the Draft Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan 2018 - 2022. The
submission relates to lands located at within the curtilage of St. Valery's, Fassaroe,
Kilcroney, Bray, Co. Wicklow.

1.2

This submission relates to proposed materialalteration No. 16 (Action Area Plan 1:
Fassaroe) with regard to the lands zoned as RE - Existing Residential within the
curtilage of St. Valery's House.

1.3

Proposed material alteration No. 16 seeks amendments to the Action Area Plan 1:
Fassaroe. This submission respectfully requests that lands zoned RE- Existing
Residential in the south east portion of the Action Area Plan be removed from the
"Concept Plan" for Fassaroe and the subsequent phasing of development as
proposed as part of material alteration no. 16.

1.4

The details for the justification of the removal of these lands from are set out within
Section 3 of this submission.

2.0

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

2.1

The subject lands are located in the settlement boundary of Bray, as defined in the
Draft Municipal District Local Area Plan. The subject lands are located within the
curtilage of St. Valery's House which are bound by the River Dargle to the south
and east, and residential development off Kilbride Lane to the north and west.

2.2

The N 1 1 is located to the east of the site and consists of a partially separated dual
carriageway. Approximately 2 kilometres to the north, the N11 gives way to the
M50 motorway, which is just north of the Fassaroe lnterchange. Bray town is
Managing Director: John P. Sparn

Execudve Dircctors: Paul Tudey
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Submission on Draft Brav Jvlunicioal District LAP

2.3

located approximately 4km south east of the subject lands and Enniskerry Village
is approximately 3.5 kilometres to the west.
The lands are predominantly accessed off Kilbride Lane, however a secondary
access could be provided from the R117 which has a direct connection to the N11.

Figure 1: Approximate location of the subject site outlined in red.

John Spain Associates

Planning & Development Consultants
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3.0

GROUNDS OF SUBMISSION

3.1

This submission relates to proposed material alteration No. 16 with regard to Action
Area Plan 1: Fassaroe. Material Alteration No. 16 seeks a number of amendments
to the action area plan with regard to phasing and zoning of the lands.
The Action Area Plan 1: Fassaroe sets out a "Concept Plan" for the development of
new

3.2

the area. The concept plan includes areas zoned existing residential,

residential, open space, employment and neighbourhood centre. The majority of
the lands contained within the "Concept Plan" are undeveloped, therefore require
an overall strategy and phasing plan for the delivery of residential and commercial
development and related infrastructure within this atea to facilitate future
development of the lands.
The south eastern portion of lands, however, included within the "Concept Plan" to
which our client's lands are located is zoned RE existing residential and contains a
number of existing residential dwellings. Therefore the development of these lands
for appropriate infill development is not reliant of the overall development strategy
for the delivery of infrastructure to serve the lands in order to progress appropriate
infill development.

3.3
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Figure 2'. Area zoned RE - Existing Residentialwhich is included in the "Concept Plan'

3.4

The Draft LAP sets out development descriptions for the various zonings as set out
in the LAP zoning map for the AAP1: Fassaroe area. lt is clear that intention of the
existing residential RE zoning is to provide for infill residential development in
accordance with the existing residential properties in the area, therefore is not
compatible with the overall "Concept Plan' design approach which incorporates
new development on undeveloped lands.

John Spain Associates

Planning & Development Consultants
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3.5

The various zoning are set out as follows

Zoninq

Obiective

RE:

Existing
Residential

To protect, provide and
improve
residential
amenities of existing
residential areas

Dcscnption
To provide for house improvements, alterations
and extensions and appropriate infill residential
development in accordance with principles of

good design and protection

of

existing

residential amenity. ln existing residential
areas, the areas of open space permitted,

designated or dedicated solely to the use of the
residents will normally be zoned 'RE' as they
form an intrinsic part of the overall residential
development; however new housing or other
non-community related uses will not normally

R-HD:

New

Residential
High Density

be permitted.

To protect, provide and
improve
residential

To facilitate for the provision of high quality,

format.

town centre and community facilities. To
provide an appropriate mix of house sizes,

amenities in

a high density

high density new residential developments with
excellent layout and design, well linked to the
types and tenures in order to meet household
needs and to promote balanced communities.

To protect, provide for, and

NC

Neighbourhood
Centre

improve a mix of
neighbourhood centre
services and facilities, which
provide for the day to day

needs of the

local

community.
E: Employment

To provide for
development

of

the
enterprise

and employment

To

provide

for

small scale mixed use
/ retail developments
that serve only an immediate catchment or
planned new areas of significant residential
expansion. Locations: Boghall Road I
commercial

/

community

Ballywaltrim, Vevay, Dargle Road, Dublin Road
Little Bray, Albert Road & walk, Southern
Cross Road, Fassaroe.
To facilitate the further development and
improvement of existing employment areas and
to facilitate opportunities for the development of

/

new high quality employment and enterprise
developments in a good quality physical
T: Tourism

To

provide

for

environment.
tourism

related development

To provide for the sustainable development of

tourism related structures, uses

and

infrastructure. To provide for the development
of tourism facilities including accommodation of
an excellent sustainable design and aesthetic

quality. Tourism related office, civic and

cultural and commercial development will be

AOS:

To protect and

Active
Open Space

enhance
existing and provide for new
active open space

oS1:

To protect and

Space

Open

facilitated.

To facilitate the further development and

improvement of existing active open spaces,
formal exercise areas, sports grounds, playing
pitches, courts and other games areas and to
facilitate opportunities for the development of
new high quality active recreational areas.

enhance To facilitate the further development and
existing and provide for improvement of existing parks and casual play
recreational open space
areas, to facilitate opportunities for the
development of new high quality amenity open
areas and to restrict developments / activities

(such as the use or development of such lands
for formal sports grounds for organisations that

are not available for

John Spain Associates
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oS2:
Space

Open

To

public) that would reduce the opportunities for
use bv the wider public.

protect and enhance To protect, enhance and manage

existing open, undeveloped
lands

existing

open, undeveloped lands that comprise flood
plains, buffer zones along watercourses and
rivers, steep banks, green breaks between built
up areas, green corridors and areas of natural
biodiversity.

3.6

Having regard to the zoning objectives within the "Concept Plan" area, it is
respectfully submitted that the existing residential RE zoned area be omitted from
the "Concept Plan' and be subject to a separate assessment of development
based on the merits of the subject development site.

3.7

As such it is respectfully requested that the area of the "Concept Plan" be revised
as per the red line boundary set out below, Figure 3.

Figure 3: Proposed Zoning Map as set out in Material Alteration No. 16 with revised AAPl
"Concept Plan' area outlined in red proposed as part of this submission removing
the existing residential RE zoning.
3.5

It should also be noted that the other area zoned RE Existing Residential within
Fassaroe to the north east of the site is excluded from the "Concept Plan" therefore
it is respectfully submitted that the same approach should be considered with
regard to the south east portion of lands to which our clients site is located.

John Spain Associates

Planning & Development Consultants
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3.5

ln addition, the phasing plan identified in proposed material amendment No. 16
sets out specific requirements for development within the 'Concept Plan" Action
Area Plan 1: Fassaroe. The proposed material alterations to the phasing plan
states the following:
Phase

.
.
o
o
.
.

1

Road link from Nl1 to Ballyman Road
Passive park (minimum of tha)
Active Open Space / Sports Zone (minimum of 14 ha)
Site identified and reserued for school campus
Neighbourhood Centre
1,500 residential units

Phase 2

.

1,500 residential units

Phase 3

o
c

ldentification and reservation of site for additional primary school
Remainder of residential units

3.6

The phasing plan sets out a clear strategy for the delivery of development within
the Action Area "Concept Plan'within 3 no. phases, however the lands to which
each phase relate is not set out within the plan. lt is therefore respectfully
requested that the lands to which each phase relate be clearly identified.

3.7

It is also evident that the phasing is focused on the delivery of new residential and
employment lands on green field lands in order to create a new neighbourhood
centre. The existing residential RE zoned lands due to the zoning objective can
provide for infill residential development where appropriate. As such it is
considered that to tie these RE zoned lands into the "Concept Plan' as set out in
the AAPl strategy and to restrict these lands to specific phasing is an
unsustainable development approach.

3.8

The existing residential infill lands should therefore not be subject to detailed
phasing or infrastructure restrictions and infill residential development should be
considered subject to each specific application demonstrating adequate
infrastructure provision to serve its own development.

3.9

It is therefore respectfully requested that the AAP1: Fassaroe "Concept Plan'be
revised to exclude the existing residential RE zoned lands in the south east portion
of the AAP.

3.10

ln addition, it is respectfully requested that an additional bullet point (No. 12)should
be added to Action Area Plan 1: Fassaroe which states:

"12. The phasing of lands or infrastructure restrictions shall not apply to

existing
residential RE zoned lands within the AAP1 area subject to any proposal for
development demonstrating adequate infrastructure can be provided to serve
the relevant development".

John Spain Associates

Planning & Development Consultants
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4.0

CONCLUSIONS

4.1

This submission is made on behalf of our client, RGRE J & R Valery's Limited,
Treasury Building, Grand CanalStreet Lower, Dublin 2.

4.2

This submission relates to proposed material alteration No. 16 to the Bray
Municipal District LAP as it relates to Action Area Plan 1: Fassaroe.

4.3

It is respectfully requested that our clients lands, zoned RE: Existing Residential,
be omitted from the "Concept Plan" identified in the AAP and that the phasing of
the lands or restrictions to infrastructure shall not apply to existing infill residential
lands subject to any development proposal demonstrating that adequate
infrastructure can be provided to serve the relevant development.

4.4

We would be grateful if our submission on the proposed Material Alterations be
considered in the preparation of the final Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan.

Yours sincerely,

l"-^-$..J4sc=.
John Spain Associates

John Spain Associates

Planning & Development Consultants
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Leonora Earls
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

tmjs77@gmail.com on behalf of Tessa Stewart
04 March 2018 08:16
Planning - Plan Review
Re: Submission on amendments Bray Municipal District Plan 2018-24
Submission on amendments.docx

Please see attached

submission.
Thanks,
Tessa
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DRAFT BRAY MUNTCIPAL DISTRICT DRAFT DEVETOPMENT PLAN. AMENDMENTS 2018
Submission on Amendments. From Tessa Stewart, 17L Charnwood.
R2O, KILRUDDERY RESIDENTIAL

It

is very

$"

welcome news that the residential zoning by the little Sugar Loaf will not go ahead.

R2O, REZONlNG OTDCOURT DEMENSE, BEHIND CHARNWOOD

PLANNED ACCESS THROUGH VEVAY ROAD EXTST|NG

This suggested access is much

ENTRANCE

.L,

to be welcomed, one hopes it will not be altered.

HISTORICAL NATURE OF DEMESNE TREES

The oak trees surrounding the field for development are 400 years old, according to a specialist arborist,
and need a 15 metre zone to protect the roots from any development. This applies to those trees

adjoining Charnwood Estate, as well as the trees on the side of the river.
GREENWAY ATONG SWAN RIVER
ACCESS

TO BE REDESIGNED:

Regarding access to this greenway, there needs

to

be a proper access point from Charnwood Estate

that

will lead to two existing entrances, one at each end of the field that is planned to be built on, as the two
paths do not connect in the woods due to the steepness ofthe drop.
CLIMATE CHANGE
SUSTAINABLE BUILDING

Any new developments should be required to have energy conservation measures in place.
FLOODING

Developers should be told that storm and surface water infrastructure needs to be ready for more
intense rain events. The Council should mandate that front and back gardens cannot be paved over
unless provision is made for run-off. Preferably porous solutions should be used.
For example, in Charnwood estate all the water is flowing down the hillto our street at the bottom of
the hill, where does not disperse into an already full storm drain. Every year more people pave over
their gardens and soon we will have water in our front doors at the times that drains are full of leaves.
We already need a drain upgrade at the bottom of Charnwood.
NEW DEVELOPMENT DRAINAGE
The developer needs

to

be advised that they may need extra concern for drainage as it is at

of the Charnwood hill, and water from run off may flow down into that area.

OLD FASSAROE COMMERCIAT AND RESTDENTIAT DEVELOPMENT

the bottom

This development needs 100 acres zoned for sports, recreation, a park and amenities. The
recommended 40 acres is too little. I walk around that area all the time, and know there is very little
space available other than the few paths provided by Coilte on the hills. Everybody needs open space to
chill out in, and especially youngsters. There also needs to be a good sized sports centre for organized

activities, with provision for permanent facilities for local clubs, including indoor sports for winter, such
a badminton. Most essential is a good neighborhood community centre. My background is in social

work, and I have seen for myself how all these facilities really can prevent antisocial problems
developing.
PROBLEM WITH LANDUSE IN ROADSTONE EXISTING FACILITY
I would like to bring it to the councillors attention that at the back of the existing Roadstone facility in
Old Fassaroe there are little hills of grey concrete rising up and being dumped on that are like a
moonscape. There is no designated channel for the run off, and these hills will create a long lasting
problem and difficult problem to clean up. The ground around sometimes has this grey stuff seeping

into it, and possibly into the run-off into ground water, which may connect with the beautiful river
flowing below this site. lf it is concrete mix, as I think it must be, it is toxic to tree roots and animal and
plant life.
The public should not end up paying for cleanup of the damaged part of this site, as we have seen

happen in Wicklow before.
SUSTAINABLE BUILDING

Any new developments should be required to have energy conservation measures in place.

RETAIT CENTRE ON DARGLE RIVER FLOODPTAIN

This development should not go ahead, we have seen from the recent storm how the prom area was
affected, flooding will only get worse in the future.
4th March 2018

Tessa Stewart. t7L Charnwood, Bray.
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INTRODUCTION
RPS Group Ltd., West Pier Business Campus, Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin has been
instructed by our client, TIO ICAV (TlO), 25 - 28 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, to make this
formal submission to Wicklow County Council in response to the request for submissions or
observations relating to the Material Alterations proposed to the Broy Municipol District
Local Area Plon 2078-2024 (Draft BMDLAP) during the public consultation period from gth
February 2019 to 9th March 2018. Previous submissions made to this process are included in

Appendix A.
This submission is structured as follows:

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

L.I

1- lntroduction and Purpose of Submission
2 - Context of lands within policy framework
3 - Consideration of the Draft BMDLAP
4 - lndicative development for subject lands
5 - Conclusions.

PURPOSE OF SUBMISSION
Specifically our client is making this submission with respect

to the proposed

material

alteration No. 25 which relates to their landholding to the east of Bray Retail Park on the
Southern Cross Road. This c.4.0 hectare site is currently zoned for employment use and
forms part of the Bray settlement. The site is outlined in yellow in Figure 1.1. The proposed
alteration seeks to remove all zoning for the site and locate it outside the settlement
boundary preventing this readily serviced site from being developed.
Figure 1.1 Site location and current zoning

Requesting potential future residential use zoning

Source: Based on Rathdown District Plan no.

MH16010F01
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Proposed alteration no.26 is illustrated in Figure 1.2 below and states:
oRemove

zoning os shown below; amend boundory so thot londs ore outside the
Brdy settlement boundory."
Figure 1.2 Proposed alteration No.25
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Source: Based on Proposed Moteriol Alterations to the droft

BRAY

MD LAP 2018

It is submitted to Wicklow County Council that this site obtained planning permission in
2009 (Reg. Ref. 08/811) for the development of industrial and warehouse / distribution
space units and associated offices. The proposed units were arranged in 7no. blocks
containing 22no. units. The general height of the buildings ranged from 7.5m to 11.2m
above finished ground level. Due to the unprecedented collapse of the economy the
planning permission on the site lapsed. lt is highlighted to Wicklow County Council that the
site was rigorously assessed as part of the planning application process and it was
determined that the development was suitable, in terms of its physical form and use, and
could advance on the subject site.

Although this development was granted planning permission during the previous plan
period, it is highlighted to Wicklow County Council that, within Londscope Assessment
contained in Appendix 5 of the currently adopted Wicklow County Development Plon 20762022 this site is included within lhe 'urbon' area category. This designation remains
unchanged in Proposed Alterations to Proposed Variation No.

MH16010F01
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currently on display.
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The Landscape Assessment states that:

'all locotions designoted os'settlements' in the County settlement hierorchy (1.e.
areos folling within Levels 7-6) ore considered 'urbon' areas for the purpose of
landscope clossification. ln terms of londscaoe clossificotion. these settlements
have olreodv been deemed suitoble for development (of the tvpe ollowed bv the
settlement strateov ond the develooment stonddrds of this plad ond the imoocts
on the wider londscope of such development hos alreodv been deemed
acceptoble'. [underlining our emphasis]

This Landscape Assessment and all other maps and figures included within the County
Development Plan clearly illustrate the site as being suitable for development. The
Landscape Assessment further states

'it will not be necessory for developments in urbon areos to have regord to the
surrounding landscope clossification or to corry out londscope or visuol impoct
ossessment',

The site is within the 'urban' area classification, is not included within an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and some distance from the Sugar Loaf. There is also significant
distance and development between the subject site and the Sugar Loaf (Brennanstown
estate and riding school, Avoca, Glencormack Business Park and all the significant lands and
residential areas situated in between. The subject site is also immediately adjoining
development uses such as residential (Giltspur Lane and Deepdales housing estate), retail,
commercial, industrial and is located adjacent to a key arterial route for Bray and Greystones
(Southern Cross Road).
Removing a development based land use zoning objective from a site which has already
been assessed and concluded that it can accommodate development is clearly at odds with
the Core Strategy and conflicts with the County Development Plan.

It is submitted that due consideration of the site and the contribution it can make to the
proper planning and sustainable development of Bray and its ability to assist the County
Development Plan in delivering upon its Core Strategy should not be dismissed.
This submission therefore seeks the reversal of proposed alteration no,26 thus enabling an
appropriately scaled development to be delivered on this key site.

2

CONTEXT OF LANDS WITHIN POLICY FRAMEWORK
The lands adjacent

to

Bray Retail Park are well positioned

to

adhere

to

sustainable

development principles and with the policies and objectives for the delivery of sustainable
housing, as detailed in the recently published Notionol Planning Fromework.

2.1

National Planning Framework
The National Spatial Strategy (NSS) has now been replaced by the new Notionol Planning
Fromework (NPF). The NPF sets out the spatial strategy for the country, the detail of which
will be translated into the regional level by the Regionol Spotiol and Economic Strotegies and
accompanyin g Metropoliton Areos Strotegic Plons.

MH15010F01
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This NPF targets significant infill/brownfield growth, especially in cities and large towns
where all townr over 10,0(X) populatlon are defhcd ar'lorgc towr', Thlr meanr thrt city
and county development plans will need to relate these targets to the levels and locatlon of
future land-use zoning. Effective implementation will require substantially better linkage
between zoning of land and the availability of lnfrastructure.
To achieve this, a new, standardised methodology will be put in place for core strategies and
will also address issues such as the differentiatlon between zoned land that is available for
development and zoned land that requires significant further investment in services for
infrastructure for development to be realised. National Policy Objective 72a states:

'Plonning outhorities will be required to apply d stondardised, tiered
opprooch to differentiote between i) zoned lond that is serviced and ii)
zoned land thot is servlceable within the llle of the plon.'
Within Appendix 3 to the NPF the two-tier approach to land zoning is set out as follows:

"fier 7: Serviced Zoned Land

This zoning comprises londs that ore oble to connect to existing
development services, i.e. rood ond footpoth access including public
lighting, foul sewer drainoge, surfoce water droinoge ond woter supply, for
which there is service copacity ovailable, ond con therefore occommodote
new development.
These lands will generolly be positioned within the existing built-up footprint
of o settlement or contiguous to existing developed londs. The locotion ond
geogrophical extent of such lands shall be determined by the plonning
authority at o settlement scole os on integrol port of the plon-moking
process ond sholl include dssessment of availoble development services.

lnclusion in Tier 7 will generally require the londs to within the footprint
or spdtially sequentiol within the identified settlement.

of

Tier 2: Serviceoble Zoned Lond

are not currently sufficiently serviced to
support new development but have potentiol to become fully serviced
within the life of the plan i.e. the londs ore currently constroined due to the
need to deliver some or oll development services required to support new
development, i.e. rood or footpoth dccess including lighting, foul sewer
drainoge, surfoce water drainoge, woter supply ond/or additionol service
This zoning comprises londs thot

copocity.'
With respect to these criteria the subject site is 'Iier 7 Serviced Zoned' and therefore must not be
dismissed as being not suitable for development particularly given:

.
.
.
r
.

MH16010F01

it is already zoned for development;
it is located within the 'urbon oreo'designation;
its ability to be readily serviced;
its location within and contiguous to the development footprint of Bray; and;
the need to meet with the Core Strategy's population targets given the barriers to
development facing other strategic housing sites, such as Fassaroe, in the short term.
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The subject site will assist Bray and Wicklow County Council in fulfilling some of its population

requiremcntt withln thc cuficnt plrn pcrlod.

2.2

Wicklow County Development Plan 2016-2A22
The Core Strategy contained in the County Development Plan must be consistent with the
designations and population allocations set out in the regional planning guidelines. ln this
regard the County Development Plan confirms that the delivery of new housing shoutd be

within the exlsting settlement boundaries of towns with growth primarily within the north
east of the county (within thc metropolitan area| where there is existing social infrastructure
in place to serve new residential communities. Our client's landholding adjacent to the Bray
Retail Park is well placed to take advantage of the existing social infrastructure in the
vicinity. According to the County Development Plan the settlement strategy for the GDA
aims to:'physically consolidote the growth of the metropolitan area of Dublln by focuslng
new housing within the existing footprint of the metropoliton area ond plonning
exponsion of the footprint in conjunction with new high quolity public tronsport
lnvestment.'(chapter 2 page 6)

Our client'r land is located to the east of the N11, east of Bray Retail Parlq immedlately to
the south of the existing built footprint of Bray, west of the Bray IDA Park and is indicated for
development. As such the lands are well placed to contribute to the overall housing need
for Bray in the short to medlum term.
Table 2.4 of the County Development Plan outlines population targets for Bray. Over the 17
year period, 2OLl-2028, there is a population target of some 10,661 for Bray, whlch equates
to a 36% increase. Or to a per annum increase of some 527 persons. Variation No,1 of the
County Development Plan, as currently proposed, seeks to change the ultimate lifespan of
the future BMDLAP to 2025 rather than the possibility of an extension to 2028. Thls is
because between 2016 and 2022 the population targets for the county and Bray will be
revised in light of the findings of Census 2016 and reflected in the NPF and the Regionol
Spotiol and Economic Stotegy (RSES). Following this revision the targets contained in the
tAP will be updated. ln anticipation of this sequence of events, the planning authority is of
the view that the County Development Plan should aim to meet the shorter term target (to
20251 to provide for sufficient zoned land to meet the 2024 population target plus
'heddroom'of 1 year. The proposed alterations include a housing stock target up to 2025 in
the Bray MD area which states that Bray has a housing stock of 71,225 in 2016 and a target
housing stock of t7 ,657 by 2025, representing a housing stock growth of 6,425 over a 9 year
period.

Our client supports the structure of Wicklow's settlement hierarchy and the preferred
development strategy of the adopted County Development Plan. The development strategy
is based on building strong urban centres while protecting the rural hinterlands and
prioritises meeting the shorter and medium term goals. The County Development Plan
continues with the emphasis on developing on serviced land within the metropolitan area of
Wicklow - particularly Bray - which is at the top of the settlement hierarchy for the county as
a MCT.

ln this regard, it is considered that our client's undeveloped zoned lands located to the east
of the existing Bray Retail Park, provide an opportunity to allocate a future residential zoning
to the lands as they are serviced, and located in proximity to public transport options and
MH16010F01
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existing social infrastructure. lt is our considered view that the conclusions in respect of the

of population a3 set otfi ln thc County Development Plan and thc pttflcrl
constraints identified to the expanslon of Bray, our client's lands are ideally placed to deliver
much needed serviced land for housing - all in line with adopted policy.

allocations

3

CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT LOCAL AREA PLAN
It is important to ensure that the future development of Bray is in line with the Core Strategy
of the County Development Plan and that the new IAP will provide for the appropriate
zoning of lands for residentia!, employment, retail, amenity, community and educational
uses in order to deliver a sustainable town through a plan-led approach. One of the
overarching principles of the NPF, the RPG/GDA and the County Development Plan is to
ensure that sustainable development is achieved through the development of lands within
settlement boundaries.
The population of Bray is expected to grow by 8,780 people between 2011 and 2025, from
29,339 to 38,119. As a result of this expected populatlon increase, it is envisaged that a
housing stock of +6,133 dweltings is required by 2025.

Our client is concerned whether the proposed strategy

to deliver the required

levels to

enable the target population as set out in core strategy of the County Development Plan can
be achieved. The Proposed Material Alterations document suggests that lands zoned for
residential development can accommodate 6,130 dwellings. Designated residential lands at
Fassaroe are to be developed ln a comprehensive fashion, rather than piecemeal
developments. Almost 4,000 dwellings are proposed on the Fassaroe lands, which equates
to almost two third of the overall housing growth of the plan period. Due to the strategic
lmportance of the Fassaroe site, our client agrees with this strategy for development,
however, is unsure if the totality of the targets allocated to Fassaroe can be completed
within the lifetime of the [AP. This sentiment is echoed in the Proposed Material Alterations
document which notes that the projected growth of Bray, is'reliont on the cooperotion ond
finoncing of Transport lnfrostructure lrelond'. This signals that the delivery of strategic
housing lands at Fassaroe may be delayed.

We contend that our client's lands adjacent to the Bray Retail Park can help to achieve a
sustainable community as described in the short to medium term. The subject site is located
in a prime position for future residents in terms of access to local services and community
facilities. The local pedestrian infrastructure is very good and high frequency bus routes
located just a short walk from the site. The lands are serviced and have the ability to be
delivered quickly to the requisite standard should be appropriately zoned to facilitate their
development.
Our client's undeveloped lands have been identified as being appropriate for development
by previous development plans and in the current County Development Plan's Landscape
Assessment. The planning application which was previously permitted on the site (planning
reg. ref. O8/8L71, where the general height of the buildings ranged from 7.6m to 11.2m
above finished ground level, confirms the site's ability to absorb development at this
location. lt is also highlighted that a residential use here would be able to avail of the
existing facilities and infrastructure (transport and sewerage) in the local area in line with
NFP's Tier 1 Serviced Zoned Land criteria. The location of new development adjacent to the
footprint of existing settlements in a sequential manner to existing services and

MH16010F01
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infrastructure from a town centre outwards is preferable and in accordance with best
plannlng prectic..

As set out in our client's previous submissions, the County Development Plan outlines a
number of principles for the zonlng/designation of greenfield land for new housing. Our
client's lands located adjacent the existing Bray Retail Park adhere to these principles. This
analysis is repeated below in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Principles for new housing zoning/designations
Applicatlon of the 'sequentlol
opprooch' wherehy zonlng

extends oufitardt

from

.
r

centres, contiguous to the
exlstlng bullt up pdrt of the
Promotlon of the concept of
'wolkoble' nelghbourhoods,

!

whereby undcvelopcd londs
wfthln 70 mtnutat wolklng

t

centrc and

5 mlnutes wolking

of
nelghhourhood /

any
vtlloge

ce ntres a re orioritl zed
Promotion of o sustoinoble
land use ond ,,onspoftatlon
pottem, whe reby u ndevelope d
tands that ore occesslble to

publlc tronspott toutet arc
consldered most suttoble lot
development. ln thls regord,
undeveloped land wlthln 7 km
ol ony mll or llght run s'op or
SNm ol bus routes will be

rnd includr

the Bray Retail Park (which includes a crAche); and
existing residential development located on Giltspur, at Deepdales (to the east)
and Eallyl,v.ltrim Grove (on thc northern rkh of Bny louthoro Gor Bordf .

The lands are located

in proximity to existing social infrastructurc, public

open

spaces and within easy range of public transport,

of the settlement

dlstonc.

The lands adjoining the subject landr are developcd

-

settlement

dlstonce

The subiect lands form part of 8ra!/s settlement area.

Th. lkaft BMDIIP identifir! a NC'Neighbwrhd Centre'c,1km to th. crst of the
site on the Southern Cross Road. Once developed it will provide an excellent
location for the development of a retail hub serving the southern environs of Bray.

I
.
!

would also highlight th.t there ar. r numbcr of existin3 nclghbou.ltood ccntrar
located along the Boghall Road to the north which include Aldi and Tesco.

WG

The lands are located in close proximity (i.e. 20Om to thc north) to thc 84X Dublin
bus route which provides an expre$ route providing connections to Dublin City
Centre.

Th. 145 Dublin Bur route (located c.40Om to the northl proyiding links te Eray Main
St, Shankill, Cornelscourt, Stillorgan, Oonnybrook, teeson Street, beforc terminatln3
at Heuston Station.

r

Bus Eireann Route no. 133 is located further to th€ north on Killarney Road.

prlorltlzed

Londs olready

ot

eoslly

servled bya gravltyted wotet

supply sptem ond
watet colle('fjlon
prlorlfized
Cognlsonce

sy6;tem

.

waste

wlll be

will be token of

the need to ptovlde upmost
ptotedlon to the envlronment
ond heiltoge, potllcularly of
deslgnated sites, leatures ond
butldlnss
The need to mointoln the rurot
g ree nbe tt betwee n town s

r

ThG previousty permittcd dcvelopmcnt on th. subjecl sitr (ReA R.f. 08/81U
proposed to connect to the existing the Bray Retail Park. lt is therefore considered
that there is sufficient capacity for a residential development on the subject site.

A residential development would be more akin to the character and settint of this
site rather than the previous industrial use permission (Reg. Ref. 08/811, resulting in
thc rcduced m.rsing and 3c.le of thc rtructurer.

. lt is submitted that a residential

development would

sit comfortably into the

context of the landholding.

r

Tha proposed inclusion ofthe undeveloped portbn ofthc landr ar rcridcntial lrndr
respects the rural greenbelt and will not result in an encroachment of development
between towns.

! lt ir considered

that

tht

use

of

these landr for residential d.vebpment

ii

appropriate.
Ptomotlon of the devetopment
of londs odtocent to extsting ot
planned communlty ond soclal
infrustructure, such os schools

and open spoce sites/zones,

MH16010F01

t

The subject lands are located to existing community and social infrastructure such
as St. Killians Community school as well as Bray Sports and Leisure Centrc.

r

ln addition, there is an existing crtche (Park Academy) located within the overall
landholding.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUBJECT SITE
It is noted in the l't Chief Executive Report Droft BRAY MD LAP Nov 2077 that it is considered
reasonable for a wider range of general employment uses be allowed on the site. This is
without doubt welcomed by our client, however given the need for residential development
to be delivered on sites within close proximity to jobs and services they wish to indicate their
acceptance for a residential use to be allocated to these lands.
Following a detailed review of the Chief Executive's report and the reluctance to the zone
the land for residential uses our client would like to illustrate an indicative scheme (Figure
4.1) which has been prepared for the proposed residential zoned lands to the rear of the
existing Bray Retail Park. lt is proposed that the site can accommodate a distinctive
residential development, which achieves a personal identity while integrating with and
contributing to the local services and facilities. The indicative design illustrates that an
appropriate level of dwellings can be achieved whilst ensuring adequate public and private
amenity spaces are provided.

to develop the site themselves, we can confirm that an
extremely high quality layout and design can be achieved. An indicative residential density
of 20 units per hectare is proposed. lt is submitted that the emerging potential proposals for
the subject lands will provide a high quality residential development in an excellent location.
Figure 4.1 compares the development as originally permitted for an industrial/warehouse
park with a residential development. While the landowners would prefer a residential use
option on the site, they remain of the view that the existing zoning for employment uses is
particularly important to Bray and proximity to the Bray IDA Business Park.
As our client is in a position

Figure 4.1 Original Permitted Layout Reg. Ref.

Draft lndicative Layout
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Source: McLoughlin Architecture

An indicative access arrangement is proposed by our client. The emerging potential design
solution for the subject lands includes a review of the treatment of the access to create a
shared, yet a very much residential roadway typology to serve the lands to the rear. The
intention to split the access to the site to the left and the retail park customers to the right
at the entrance.
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The roadway will be shared with the existing childcare facility that will in turn serve the
housing development and will also continue to support normal deliveries to the existlng
retail park. The opportunity exists to provide an entranceway with a residential appearance
(see Figure 4.2). So as to manage traffic an amended road configuration will result in a more
residential friendly environment for future residents.
Figure 4.2 Existing and Draft Sketch Access Proposals

I

l,
Source: McLoughlin Architecture

The reconfiguration will allow the introduction of a landscaped streetscape through a
planted verge with column type fastigiated type trees, green climbing walls on both sides
and topiary type hedging to both. At the same time the overall road width will still be
capable of accommodating service vehicles for the retail park and refuse trucks for the
residential area.
This treatment will continue up to through the existing site to the proposed residential area.
The servicing area for Bray Retail Park will be screened with appropriate landscaping to give

the proposed residential development hierarchy in the journey from the public road to the
proposed residential site to the rear (see Figure 4.3). The development site will be designed
to take full advantage of the topography of the site seeking to assimilate with the
surrounding landscape and area.
Figure 4.3 Existing and Sketch Access Proposals

Source: McLoughlin Architecture

It is highlighted that the permitted access was deemed appropriate for the 2009
development located on the lands to the rear of the Bray Retail Park (Reg. Ref. 08/811). lt is
likely that a residential development would result in traffic levels less than the previously
permitted quantum of development here.
r\4H16010F01
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CONCLUSTONS
TIO has a proven and strong track record in delivering high quality housing and has been
active in the lrish market over the last number of years with strategic acquisitions of a range
of development and investments assets which include Greystones Marina 'Marino Villoge',
Cois Glaisin in Navan, Holsteiner Park in Clonee and Herbert Hill in Dundrum. ln this regard
TIO has a proven track record in the delivery of quality residential development in Wicklow
and the Greater Dublin Area.

The Marina Village in Greystones was achieved through a public-private partnership
between Wicklow County Council, Bridgedale, Sisk and our client. Marina Village is a
waterside residential location which features approximately 358 architecturally designed Arated homes and the creation of a coastal 5.7 hectare park on the north shores of the
development. Marina Village received multiple awards in 2016 including the 'Ponosonic
PRO'award for best European residential project and the 'KPMG lrish lndependent Property
lndustry Excellence Awords for Community Benefit Aword'. The development was also
shortlisted for the 'lrish construction lndustry owords Residentiol' project of the year 2017.
This further confirms the credibility to the skills and resources available in the delivery of
sites for residential development. lt is highlighted to Wicklow County Council therefore that
our client has excellent experience in respect of realising development, in particular, high
quality residential sites.
TIO is the owner of c.4.0 hectares of lands which were zoned in the Rathdown District Plan
no. 2 to accommodate'E7' - employment land uses (purple shading) and are located to the
east of Bray Retail Park. Planning permission for an industrial/warehouse development on
this site has lapsed (Reg. Ref. 08/811) and this land remains undeveloped. The land is

located within lhe 'urbon'area landscape category as set out ln Appendix 5 of the current
Wicklow County Development Plon 2076-2O22 and is considered a location appropriate for
development. This designation remains unchanged in Proposed Alterotions to Proposed
Voriotion No. I currently on display.
Figure 5.1 Subject site zoning

-'E7'- employment land uses

nrqrnln! Pot.ntltl

Source: Rathdown District Plan no.

Futurr Rcuand.l U$ Zonlna

2

While a residential zoning was sought by our client, the 7't Chief Executive Report Drofi BRAY
MD LAP Nov 2077 considered that a wider range of general employment uses be allowed on
the site was more appropriate.
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However following the Council Meeting considering the submissions made

to the

process and the Chief Executive's recommendation, proposed alteration no.26
Municipal District Droft Local Areo Plon 2078-2024 states:

to lhe Broy

plan

"Remove zoning as shown below; omend boundary so thot londs ore outside the
Bray settl e me nt bo u n do ry."

Figure 5.2 Proposed alteration no.26

rt
(,) (t
6
16

lt
lta

Source: Proposed alteration no.26
Removing a development based land use zoning objective from a site which has already
been assessed and concluded that it can accommodate development is clearly at odds with
the Core Strategy and conflicts with the County Development Plan.

The site is within lhe 'urbon' area classification, is not included within an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and is some distance from the Sugar Loaf. There is also
significant distance and quantum of development between the subject site and the Sugar
Loaf (Brennanstown estate and riding school, Avoca, Glencormack Business Park and all the
significant lands and residential areas situated in between. The subject site is immediately
adjoining development uses such as residential (Giltspur [ane and Deepdales housing
estate), retail, commercial, industrial and is located adjacent to a key arterial route for Bray
and Greystones (Southern Cross Road). Moreover, planning permission was granted for an
industrial and warehouse / distribution park with a general building height of between 7.6m
to 11.2m above finished ground level thus confirming the suitability of the site for
development and its ability to assimilate with the surrounding landscape and area.
It is submitted that due consideration of the site and the contribution it can make to the
proper planning and sustainable development of Bray and its ability to assist the County
Development Plan in delivering upon its Core Strategy should not be dismissed.
Removing a development based land use zoning objective from a site which has already
been assessed and concluded that it can accommodate development is clearly at odds with
the Core Strategy and the adopted Wicklow County Development Plan 2015-2022.
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It is submitted that due consideration of the site and the contribution it can make to the
proper planning and sustainable development of Bray and its ability to assist the County
Development Plan in delivering upon its Core Strategy cannot be dismissed. Almost 4,000
dwellings are proposed on lands at Fassaroe, which equates to almost two third of the
overall housing growth of the plan period. Due to the strategic importance of the Fassaroe
site, our client agrees with this strategy for development, however, they are unsure if the
totality of the targets allocated to Fassaroe can be completed within the lifetime of the LAP.
This sentiment is echoed inlhe Proposed Materiol Alterotion to the droft BRAY MD UP 2078
document which notes that the projected growth of Bray, is reliant on the cooperation and
financing of Transport lnfrastructure lreland. This signals that the delivery of strategic
housing lands at Fassaroe may be delayed.
TIO respectfully requests that the proposed alteration be reconsidered by the Council. lt is
noted by the Chief Executive in the November 2017 Report on submissions received that it is
considered reasonable for a wider range of general employment uses be allowed on the site.

This is without doubt welcomed by our client, however given the need for residential
development to be delivered on sites within close proximity to jobs and services they wish to
indicate their acceptance for a residential use to be allocated to these lands.
TIO request that the residential zoning sought for the site outlined in red below and justified
herein is considered and taken into account by Wicklow County Council in the finalisation of
the Broy Municipol District LocolAreo Plon 2078-2024.

Figure 5.3 Requested alteration
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Source: Based on proposed alteration no.25

We would also like to confirm that our client would welcome the opportunity to give any
further information, access to the site or detail to Wicklow County Council in respect of this
submission.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RPS Group Ltd, West Pier Business Campus, Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin has been instructed by
our client TIO ICAV (TlO), to make this formal submission to the Bray Municipal District Draft Local
Area Plan 2Ol7-2O23. TIO has been active in the lrish market over the last number of years with
strategic acquisitions of a range of development and investments opportunities which include
Greystones Marina 'Marina Village', Cois Glaisin in Navan, Holsteiner Park in Clonee and Herbert Hill
in Dundrum. ln this regard TIO has a proven track record in the delivery of quality residential
development in Wicklow and the Greater Dublin Area. lt is also highlighted that Bridgedale, a
reputable housing development company, with TIO's support, is in the process of being acquired by
Glenveagh Properties as a result of the forthcoming €450m lrish housebuilding IPO launch. This
further confirms the credibility to the skills and resources available in the delivery of sites for
residential development.

Our client is the owner of lands of c.9.8 hectares of lands which were zoned in the Rathdown District

Plan no. 2 to accommodate 'E7' - employment land uses at Giltspur where large scale retail
warehousing is identified as a 'normolly permitted' use and office is identified as an 'open for
considerotion'use. Bray Retail Park is contained on c.5.8 hectares of this land holding. The balance
of the zoned land (c.4 hectares) remains undeveloped.
Following a detailed review of the Draft Local Area Plan, it is noted that there is no reference to
Retail Warehouse Uses however since the draft was placed on public display Wicklow County
Council has issued a clarification confirming that the 'Retoil Worehousing'use was been omitted in
error from the zoning table as published. The clarification states that this matter will be formally
dealt with at the proposed amendments stage of the plan making process. Proposed Map No.2 Land
Use Zoning indicates purple shading on our client's lands however the key does not indicate to what
use this shading relates. For the purposes of this submission it is assumed that this shading is the
'E3: Retoil Worehousing' land use zoning objective referred to in the clarification issued by the
Council.
Our client welcomes the zoning objective proposed reflecting existing retail warehousing uses on the
site (Bray Retail Park) however submits that the range of uses which are acceptable on the zoning
are too narrow. ln this regard, our client is seeking that land uses listed as being acceptable within
this objective is broadened to include office and other employment generating uses.

As noted above, Bray Retail Park is accommodated on c.5.8 hectares with the balance of the land

holding remaining zoned but undeveloped. A review has been undertaken by our client to
determine the potential uses appropriate to the subject lands location and context. Clearly the
prolonged recession and imbalances in the housing market have resulted in a critical shortfall in
well-designed housing located in appropriate locations - close to existing transport links,
infrastructure and social infrastructure. As a result of ourclient's review, this shortfall, the character
of the site and servicing infrastructure currently in place, it is proposed that the undeveloped lands
adjacent to the existing retail park be considered to accommodate residential uses. Planning
permission on the site (planning reg. ref. 08/811) confirms the site's ability to absorb development
at this location. The character and setting of the site is in our view more akin to a residential
development and provides readily available serviced land in a sustainable location proximate to
existing services and infrastructure. This site can be delivered immediately by a reputable developer
subject to it being designated with the appropriate zoning objective.
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This submission provides a detailed policy based justification for these changes. ln summary our
client requests the following amendments to the Bray Municipal District Draft Local Area Plan 20172021.

For the undeveloped zoned lands located to the south east of Bray Retail Park (A! our client
seeks:

A change from 'E3; Retail Warehousing'to 'R20: New Residentlal'-'To tacilitate lor the
provision of high quoltty new residential developments at oppropriote densities with
excellent layout and design, well linked to the town centre and community facilitles, To
provide on oppropriate mix of house sizes, types and tenures ln order to meet household
needs ond to promote bolanced communities',

For the existing Bray Retail Park lands (B) our client welcomes the proposed
Warehousing' zoning objective and seeks:

'Ei:

Retail

The range of uses acceptable under the proposed'E3: Retail Warehousing'zoning objective
be broadened to include office and other employment generating uses.

Proposed land use zoning changes

Proposed broadening of acceptable uses
in E3: Retail Warehouslng
A

I

I
Proposed change

to

R20 New Residential

.l

Our client respectfully requests that the suggestions and recommendations made herein are
considered and taken into account by Wicklow County Council in the finalisation of the Bray
Municipal District Local Area Plan.

We would also like to confirm that our client would welcome the opportunity to give any further
information, access to the site or detail in respect of this submission to the planning authority.
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INTRODUCTION
Group Ltd., West Pier Business Campus, Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin has been
instructed by our client, TlO, 25 - 28 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, to make this formal
submission to Wicklow County Council in response to the request for submissions or
observations relating to Bray Municipal District Locol Areo Plon 2077-2023 (Draft BMDLAP)
during the public consultation period from 2nd August 2Ot7 to 15th Septem ber 2O!7 .
RPS

This submission is structured as follows:

Section 1 - lntroduction
Section 2

Context of lands within policy framework

Section

Consideration of the Draft BMDLAP

3-

- lndicative development strategy for subject lands
5 - Recommendations and conclusions.

Section 4
Section

1.1

ABOUT TIO
TIO has a proven and strong track record in delivering high quality housing and has been
active in the lrish market over the last number of years with strategic acquisitions of a range
of development and investments assets which include Greystones Marina 'Morino Villoge',
Cois Glaisin in Navan, Holsteiner Park in Clonee and Herbert Hill in Dundrum. ln this regard
TIO has a proven track record in the delivery of quality residential development in Wicklow
and the Greater Dublin Area.

The Marina Village in Greystones was achieved through a public-private partnership
between Wicklow County Council, Bridgedale, Sisk and our client. Marina Village is a
waterside residential location which features approximately 358 architecturally designed Arated homes and the creation of a coastal 5.7 hectare park on the north shores of the

development. Marina Village received multiple awards in 2016 including the 'Ponosonic
PRO'award for best European residential project and the 'KPMG lrish lndependent Property
lndustry Excellence Awords for Community Benefit Aword'. The development was also
shortlisted for the 'lrish construction lndustry awords Residentiol'project of the year 2017. lt
is also highlighted that Bridgedale, a reputable housing development company, with TIO's
support, is in the process of being acquired by Glenveagh Properties as a result of the
forthcoming €450m lrish housebuilding IPO launch. This further confirms the credibility to
the skills and resources available in the delivery of sites for residential development. lt is
confirmed therefore that our client has excellent experience in respect of realising
development, in particular, high quality residential sites.

T.2

PURPOSE OF SUBMISSION
Overall the preparation of the Draft BMDLAP by Wicklow County Council is welcomed and
supported by our client. The amalgamation and streamlining of the existing statutory plans
for the Bray area will assist in providing a coherent framework and co-ordinated approach to
the sustainable development of the area.

MH16010F01
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Our client is the owner of c.9.8 hectares of developed and undeveloped land at and adjacent
Bray Retail Park, Southern Cross Road, just off the N1l to the south west of Bray town
centre. This landholding is outlined in red in Figure 1.1.

to

Since the draft was placed on public display Wicklow County Council has issued a
clarification confirming that 'E3: Retoil Warehousing' use was been omitted in error from the
zoning table as published. The clarification states that this matter will be formally dealt with
at the proposed amendments stage of the plan making process. Proposed Map No.2 Land
Use Zoning indicates purple shading on our client's lands however the key does not indicate
to what use this shading relates. For the purposes of this submission it is assumed that this
shading is the 'E3: Retoil Warehousing' land use zoning objective referred to in the
clarification issued.
Bray Retail Park is located on c.5.8 hectares while approximately 4 hectares of the site are
currently undeveloped. Our client has reviewed the potential uses appropriate to the
subject site, with regard to the recently adopted Wicklow County Development Plon 20162022 (CDPI and in anticipation of the preparation of a new Bray Municipal District Plan. The
purpose of this submission is to present a justification for the rezoning of our client's
undeveloped lands to enable the delivery of residential uses, to welcome the proposed 'E3:
Retail Warehousing'zoning objective on the Bray Retail Park site recognising existing uses
and to request that the land uses permitted within the 'E3j Retoil Worehousing'zoning
objective be broadened to include office and other employment uses.
Figure 1.1 Subject lands at Southern Cross
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SITE CONTEXT
The overall subject site comprises a successful retail park and crechc and approximately 4
hectares of undeveloped zoned lands. The retail park is anchored by Woodies DIY and
includes other retail warehouse operators such as DtD Electrical, Flanagan Kerins, Harry
Corry, House of Tiles and Maxi Zoo. The Park Academy crdche is located within our client's
lands with access gained from the retail park. The site is accessed from the roundabout on
the Southern Cross Road, which links to the N1l/M1 Motorway.

to the north east of the subject site at
Deepdales. Giltspur Lane located immediately to the north of the site includes some
residential development. Additional residential areas are located a further 150m to the
Existing residential areas are located some 120m

north at Ballywaltrim Grove. A number of educational facilities are located within 1 mile of
the subject site including 2 no. primary schools (Bray School Project National School and
Saint Fergal's Junior National School) and 1 no. secondary school (St. Kilian's Community
School). Further to the east along the Southern Cross Road, there is a substantiai area of
commercial lands at Bray Business Park and further residential areas. Kilruddery Demesne
East and West are located to the south and east of the subject lands towards the Southern
Cross and the R761 which connects Bray to Greystones. The pedestrian infrastructure in the
surrounding area is generally very good, with dedicated footpaths on the Southern Cross
Road to the north east and footpaths and cycle lanes on Killarney Road to the north west.

L.4

PLANNING HISTORY
The retail park (comprising 4 no. retail warehouse units and ancillary garden centre) and
crEche was granted planning permission in 2003 under Reg. Ref. O318t97. The approved
development included 503 no. public car parking spaces and 31 no. staff car parking spaces.
Access via a new roundabout to the subject site was granted under Reg. Ref. 01630090 by
Bray Town Council. An additional 2 retail warehouse units were granted under Reg. Ref.
07/26LG and the crdche unit under Reg. Ref 0512652 by Wicklow County Council.

ln January 2009, Wicklow County Council granted permission (Reg. Ref. 08/811) for the
development of industrial and warehouse / distribution space units and associated offices
on the undeveloped lands to the rear of the retail park. The permission was not
implemented but confirms the site's ability to absorb development at this location.

2

CONTEXT OF LANDS WITHIN POLICY FRAMEWORK

2.L

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
The lands at Bray Retail Park are well positioned to adhere to sustainable development
principles and with the policies and objectives for the delivery of sustainable housing, as
detailed in the Notionol Spotial Strotegy (NSS) and in the Regionol Plonning Guidelines for
the Greater Dublin Areo (RPG/GDA).

MH 15010FO1
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2.1.1. National Spatial Strategy (NSSI
While the NSS is due to be replaced by a new NotionolPlonning Fromework, it still provides
strategic guidance and objectives with respect to the sustainable provision of housing in
urban areas. These include:

Concentration of development in locations where it is possible
employment, community services, retailing and public transport.

to

integrate

Mixed-use and well-designed higher density development, particularly near town
centres and public transport nodes.

r

The efficient use of land by consolidating existing settlements, focusing in particular
on development capacity within central urban areas through re-use of under-utilised
land and buildings as a priority, rather than extending green field development.

a following broad evaluation framework to assess the most
locations
appropriate spatial
for housing land. An evaluation of our client's undeveloped
land against these tests is provided in Table 2.1 below.

The strategy sets out

Table 2.1 Evaluation framework to assess locations for housing land
Test

Objective

The Asset Test

Are there existing community resaurces, such os schools etc., with

Subject
Lands

spore copocity?
The subject lands are located within easy access of local schools,

the existing crEche located
adjacent), a leisure centre and sports fields.
ls the environmentol setting copoble of obsorbing development in
terms ol droinage etc.?
The proposed development of these lands for residential use can
childcare facilities (including

The Carrying
Capacity Test

be readily absorbed into its setting and is capable of
The Transport Test

being

connected to local wastewater services.
ls there potentiol for reinforcing usoge of public transport, walking
ond cycling?

There are 2 no. Dublin Bus services located close by (84X and
145). The 145 provides a high frequency service (i.e. every 1.0
minutes between 7:00 and 21:00 Monday - Friday) from
Ballywaltrim to Heuston train station via Bray town centre,
Shankill, Cabinteely, Stillorgan, Donnybrook and Dublin City
Centre.
The Economic

ls there potential to ensure integrotion between the locotion of

Development Test

housing ond employment?

The Character Test

The overall landholding of our client includes the Bray Retail park
which provides employment opportunities; further local
employment opportunities are located at the IDA Business Park
north east of the subject site.
Will the proposol reinlorce o sense of ploce qnd chorqcter?

Characteristics of the subject site which includes a high quality
green infrastructure resource will enable the proposal to provide
and reinforce a strong sense of place and character

MH 16010F01
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Table 2.1: Evaluation framework to assess locations for housing land (continued)
Test

Objective

The Community Test

will

Subject
Lands

The lntegration Test

the proposol reinforce the integrity ond vitolity of the locol
community and seruices thot con be provided?
A proposed NC Neighbourhood centre is indicated on the Draft
BMDLAP zoning maps within close proximity to the subject
lands. There are also existing retail outlets in close proximity to
the site. Furthermore the site is close to childcare, primary and
post primary education facilities.
Will the proposol oid on integroted approach to cotering for the
housing needs of oll sections of society?
An indicative scheme has been prepared for the site and it is
submitted that the site can accommodate a distinctive residential
development, which achieves a personal identity while

integrating with and contributing to the local services and
facilities. Rezoning the site for residential development will lead
to the provision of housing to meet a housing need for families,
an element of which will cater for social housing as per the
developers Part V obligation.

It is clear the subject lands satisfy the evaluation framework for residential sites.

2.1.2

Regional Planning Guidelines

Within the GDA, a distinction is made in the guidelines between the Metropolitan Area
(existing built up area of Dublin and its immediate environs) and the Hinterland Area. Bray is
located in the Metropolitan Area and is classified as a Metropolitan Consolidation Town
(MCT) in the settlement hierarchy. Such towns are described as a'strong active urban ploce
within the metropolitan oreo with strong tronsport links'. The settlement strategy for the
GDA aims to:

of the metropolitan area of Dublin by focusing
new housing within the existing footprint of the metropolitan area and planning
expansion of the footprint in conjunction with new high quality public transport
Physically consolidate the growth

investment; and
To concentrate development in the hinterland into designated towns, along multimodal transport corridors providing enhanced public transport linkages.
According to the RPG/GDA, MCTs, such as Bray, are located close to Dublin City and function
as part of the Gateway. The RPG/GDA state that MCTs should continue to be developed 'ot
o relatively lorge scole os port of the consolidation of the metropoliton oreo,'and to continue
to support key public transport corridors connecting these locations to the city, each other
and the Large Growth Towns in the hinterland. The RPG/GDA highlight that towns such as
Bray:

'should ossess, specify ond plon for the long term growth of these centres - up to
700,000 populotion, to take ploce over o series of Development Plons, so thot the
plonning of new infrostructure fully tokes into occount the long term growth role of
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these centres; ensuring for the future the coordinated integrotion of dll new services
to serve future exponsion.'

It is important that the new LAP recognises Bray's key role as a MCT in the metropolitan area
to help in achieving the economic and social development of the State. National policy
encourages consolidation to ensure that land use and transportation are integrated. lt is
submitted that the consolidation of the existing development area of Bray needs to be
achieved with the aim of reducing urban sprawl. lt is important to ensure sufficient high
quality housing is available at sustainable locations, with good infrastructure, services and
amenities.

ln order to help achieve the required level of consolidation in Bray, we put forward our
client's undeveloped zoned lands adjacent to Bray Retail Park (which is within the
development boundary of Bray). These lands are in close proximity to high quality public
transport links, and meet the criteria (broad evaluation framework detailed in Table 2.Ll for
the location of residential development. ln this regard our client requests that these lands
be rezoned to accommodate residential uses.

SUMMARY ON NATIONAL POTICY
Bray is designated as a Metropolitan Consolidation Town (MCT)

Consolidation of land is promoted in MCTs and development is directed to within the
existing footprint of the metropolitan area
Development should be located in areas supported by sustainable modes of transport
I

The subject lands satisfy the broad evaluation framework which assess the most
appropriate spatial locations for housing land
The subject lands will help to achieve the sustainable growth of Bray (particularly
much needed high quality homes), being located within the development envelope of
the town and in close proximity to existing public transport routes, community
facilities a nd services.

2,2

LOCAL PLANNING CONTEXT

2.2.L

Wicklow County Development Plan 2OL6-2022
The CDP came into effect on 11th December 2016. Wicklow County Council is currently
consulting on the proposed Variation No.1. The reasons for the proposed Variation
comprise:

r
r
!

the adoption of a new

LAP

for Rathdrum.

the preparation of a new draft

LAP

the preparation of a new draft

for Arklow and environs.

LAP

for the entire Bray Municipal District, which will

encompass the settlements of Bray, Enniskerry, Kilmacanogue and their environs. The
CDP includes the Level 5 and Level 6 plans for Enniskerry and Kilmacanogue. As the new
LAP will update and subsume these plan areas, it is necessary to delete these plans from
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the

CDP and

to allow these

plans

to be amended through the

LAP, rather than CDP

review process.
2,2,1,.1 Core strategy
The core strategy contained in the CDP must be consistent with the RPG/GDA and the NSS.
ln this regard the CDP confirms that the delivery of new housing should be within the

existing settlement boundaries of towns with growth primarily within the north east of the
county (within the metropolitan area) where there is existing social infrastructure in place to
serve new residential communities. Our client's landholding adjacent to the Bray Retail Park
is well placed to take advantage of the existing social infrastructure in the vicinity.
According to the CDP the settlement strategy for the GDA aims to:'physicolly consolidate the growth of the metropolitan areo of Dublin by focusing
new housing within the existing footprint of the metropoliton orea ond plonning
expansion of the footprint in conjunction with new high quolity public tronsport
investment.'(chapter 2 page 6)

Our client's land adjacent to Bray Retail Park is located immediately to the south of the
existing built footprint of Bray within the environs and is indicated for development. As
such the lands are well placed to contribute to the overall housing need for Bray in the short
to medium term.
The CDP outlines that the RPG/GDA require 42Yo of the total growth allocated to County
Wicklow is located in the metropolitan area settlements. Table 2.4 of the CDP (fable Z.Z
below) outlines population targets for Bray. Over the 17 year period, 2OLL-2028, there is a
population target of some 10,661 for Bray, which equates to a 36Yo increase. Or to a per
annum increase of some 627 persons. Variation No.1 of the CDP, as currently proposed,
seeks to change the ultimate lifespan of the future BMDLAP to 2025 rather than the
possibility of an extension to 2028. This is because between 2016 and 2022 the population
targets for the county and Bray will be revised in light of the findings of Census 2015 and
reflected in the new Notional Plonning Framework (NPF) and the Regionol Spatiol ond
Economic Strotegy (RSES). Following this revision the targets contained in the LAP will be
updated. ln anticipation of this sequence of events, Wicklow County Council is of the view
that the CDP should aim to meet the shorter term target (to 2025) to provide for sufficient
zoned land to meet the 2023 population target plus'heodroom'of 2 years.
Table

2.2 Population targets for Bray

Designation

Metropolitan
Consolidation Town
Sou rce :

Town

2071

2022

2025

2028

Bray

29,339

36,237

38,119

40,000

Wicklow Cou nty Deve lopment Plan 2076-2022

Our client supports the structure of Wicklow's settlement hierarchy, the preferred
development strategy of the adopted CDP and the proposed Variation No.1. The
development strategy is based on building strong urban centres while protecting the rural
hinterlands and prioritises meeting the shorter and medium term goals. The CDP continues
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with the emphasis on developing on serviced land within the metropolitan area of Wicklow particularly Bray - which is at the top of the settlement hierarchy for the county as a MCT.
Our client supports the proposed Variation No.l of the CDP which seeks to ensure sufficient
land to achieve the short to medium targets for development within the Bray Municipal
District area.
2.2.1.2 Settlement strategy
According to the CDP, the population of Bray is anticipated to increase from 29,339 in 2011
to 38,119 in 2025 (i.e. the maximum lifetime of the future Draft BMDLAP). The CDP sets out
that Bray is the largest town in County Wicklow located in a strategically important position
within the metropolitan area and at the eastern gateway to the county. The town has the

best transport links in the county, with access to the N/M11 transportation corridor
(including M50), DART/ rail line and quality bus service. lt is a strong active town that
provides a higher order economic and social function for its local residents and for residents
from other surrounding towns and villages. The CDP acknowledges that 'further exponsion
of the town is severely constroined on oll sides by the odministrotive boundory of Dun
Looghoire Rothdown and the coost to the north ond eost, Broy Heod / Sugorloof mountoins
to the south and the N/M71to the west'.
ln this regard, it is considered that our client's undeveloped zoned lands located to the south
of the existing Bray Retail Park, provide an opportunity to allocate a future residential zoning
to the lands as they are serviced, and located in proximity to public transport options and
existing social infrastructure. lt is our considered view that the conclusions in respect of the
allocations of population as set out in the CDP and the physical constraints identified to the
expansion of Bray, our client's lands are ideally placed to deliver much needed serviced land
for housing - all in line with strategic policy.
The CDP outlines a number of settlement strategy objectives which include:

'SSl To implement the County Wicklow Core Strategy ond Settlement Strotegy,
hoving regard to the avoilobility of services ond infrastructure ond in porticulor, to
direct growth into the designoted metropoliton growth centre ond the lorge,
moderote ond smoll growth towns in the Greoter Dublin hinterlond oreo.
553 Io ensure thot oll settlements, os far as is procticoble, develop in o self
sufficient monner with populotion growth occurring in tondem with physicol ond
sociol infrastructure and economic development. Development should support o
compoct urbon form ond the integrotion of lond use ond tronsport.
SS4 To require new housing development to locote on designated housing lond
within the boundories of settlements, in accordance with the development policies
for the settlement."

With regards to SS1, it is critical that the link between the delivery of much needed housing
at appropriate locations which are serviced by existing infrastructure is recognised. lt is
important the location of zoned residential land has the ability to be serviced quickly using
existing infrastructure. The benefit of this is to maximise the return made by the taxpayer
on the services servicing areas. We would highlight that there is sufficient physical and
social infrastructure in the area including schools, retail, commercial as well as community
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facilities and the crAche on the lands owned by our client. As such the use of the lands for
residential purposes is considered to be in accordance with Policy SS3.

2.2.1.3 Housing
Chapter 4 of the CDP acknowledges that one of the principal functions of a development

plan 'rs to put in ploce a framework for the delivery of new housing'. The aim of the
framework is to ensure inter alio that:

.

"new housing development is encouroged ond focilitoted,

in the correct

locotions

.

odequate zoned ond serviced lond is ovoiloble in these locotions to achieve the
growth required."

Our client's lands located to the south of the existing Bray Retail Park are ideally placed to
provide the recorded need for residential lands for the north east of County Wicklow.

With regards to the objective of providing sustainable communities, the CDP includes a
number of locational criteria. lt is submitted the lands located to the south of the existing
Bray Retail Park would be able to avail of the existing social infrastructure in the area such as

community and commercial facilities.

SUMMARY ON LOCAT POTICY

42% of the total growth allocated
metropolitan area

to County

Wicklow is

to be located to

the

The CDP emphasises that the delivery of new housing should be within the existing
settlement boundaries of towns primarily within the north east of the county i.e. Bray

Our client supports the proposed Variation No.1 of the CDP which seeks to ensure
sufficient land to achieve the short to medium targets for development within the
Bray Municipal District area
The CDP indicates that the strategy for the future LAP should direct new population
growth to appropriate areas, proximate to sustainable modes of transport,
community facilities and services. ln the case of Bray, new residential zoned lands
which can be developed in the short to medium term, at appropriate locations to fulfil
its role and function as an MCT are required
I

Our client's zoned lands are located immediately to the south of the existing built
footprint of Bray and are located within the environs of Bray and are, therefore, well
placed to contribute to the overall housing need for Bray in the short to medium term
in a sustainable manner

3

CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT LOCAL AREA PLAN
From the outset it is noted that the zoning colouring allocated to sites in the Draft BMDLAP
does not correlate to particular zoning objectives as set out in the key. ln this regard and
based on the clarification issued by Wicklow County Council it is assumed that the shading
shown on our client's lands relate to the 'E3: Retoil Worehousing'zoning objective.
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3.1

LAP FRAMEWORK
The LAP must play a key role in achieving the objectives contained in higher-level plans and
strategies including the NSS, RPG/GDA and the CDP. ln order to comply with the
requirements of the legislation therefore, the guidelines state that local area plans must be
fundamentally guided and shaped by:

i.
!t.

any specific aims and objectives for the area of the LAP in the relevant RPG;

more specific objectives for the area of the LAP identified within the core strategy
of the relevant City or County Development Plan, including population targets and
quantities of land required for residential or other purposes within such core
strategy; and

the capacity of existing essential social (schools, community facilities) and physical
(transport, water services, communications) infrastructure, including the realistic
prospects for add ressing ca pacity constra ints.
It is important to ensure that the future development of Bray is in line with the core strategy

of the

CDP and that the new IAP will provide for the appropriate zoning of lands for
residential, employment, retail, amenity, community and educational uses in order to
deliver a sustainable town through a plan-led approach. One of the overarching principles of
the RPG/GDA and the CDP is to ensure that sustainable development is achieved through
the development of lands within settlement boundaries. Our client's !and is outlined in
Figure 3.1 in the context of the Draft BMDLAP zoning map.
Figure 3.1 Subject lands proposed land use context

Overall Landholding

(outlined in dashed black linef

Source: Bray Municipal District Draft LocalArea Plan 2Ot7 -2023
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3.2

G

OBSERVATIONS
We have examined the full details and particulars of the Draft BMDTAP as published by
Wicklow County Council and wish to highlight the following items:

.
r
r
r

the anomaly in the zoning map with regard to the key and assigned shadings;
no reference to Retail Warehouse Use anywhere in the Draft BMDLAP, apart from
proposed change to the zoning table as confirmed by Wicklow County Council in the
clarification note issued following publication of the draft plan;
narrow range of uses proposed within the 'E3; RetailWorehouse'zoning objective.

concerns as to whether the proposed quantum of lands zoned for residential
development can achieve the target population set out in the core strategy of the
CDP; and

.

particular concerns regarding the period of time that will be required to deliver the
housing targets set out for the Fassaroe site within the lifetime of the future LAP.

3.3

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
ln light of the above, we propose the following alterations to the zoning of our client's lands
as detailed below and illustrated on Figure 3.2:

3.3.1

Proposed amendment A
For the undeveloped zoned lands located
seeks:

to the south east of Bray Retail Park (A) our client

-'To facilitate lor
the provision of high quolity new residential developments at appropriote densities
with excellent layout and design, well linked to the town centre ond communi$
facilities. To provide an appropriate mix of house sizes, types and tenures in order
to meet household needs and to promote bolonced communities'.

A change from'E3: Retoil Warehousing'lo 'R20: New Residential'

3.3.2

Proposed amendment

B

For the existing Bray Retail Park lands (B) our client welcomes the proposed 'E3: Retoil
Wa re hou si ng' zoning

a

nd seeks:

The range of uses acceptable under the proposed 'E3: Retdil Warehousing' zoning
be broadened to include office and other employment generating uses.
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Figure 3.2 Proposed land use zonlng changes

Proposed broadening of acceptable uses
in E3: Retail Warehousing

Proposed change

3.4

to

R20 New Residential

JUSTIFICATION FOR AMENDMENT A
On behalf of our client we present below the justification for the proposed amendment A.
We respectfully request that the Council review these amendments in light of our
submission. Our case is put forward under the following headings:

.
.
.
.
3.4.1

Demand for housing
Location of subject lands and most appropriate land use zoning

Deliverability of proposed residential zoned lands
Precedent

-

Kilruddery.

Demand for housing
Since the adoption of the CDP in November 2016, the results of the 2016 Census have begun
to be published by the Central Statistics Office (CSO). While the CDP was prepared using the
2011 data it is important to ensure that an up to date Bray area representation is used in the
development of the Draft BMDLAP. From the results of the 2016 Census the population of
the State grew by 3.8% from 4,588,252 to 4,76t,865 between 2011 and 2016. As outlined in
Table 2.3 using the data from 2016 Summary 1 Results, the number of persons in the town
of Bray (as defined by the CSO and which includes areas within Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown)
grewfrom 3L,872 in 2011to 32,600 in 2016 representing a2.2% increase in population.

The population of County Wicklow itself has also increased from 136,640 in 2011 to L42,332

in 2016. This represents an increase of 4.2% which is higher than the overall national
average of 3.8%. This growing population and the shortage of new homes on the market
require a commitment from Wicklow County Council to provide for quality homes coming
on-stream in the short to medium term. Through TIO's prior experience in developing
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superior quality homes, in Wicklow and throughout lreland, the Council can be confident in
our client's ability to help them achieve this goal.
Table

3.1 Population at State and local level 2006, 2011 & 2015

%

2005-2011

% Change
20tt-20t6

4,76t,865

8.to%

3.8%

136,640

t42,332

8.30/o

4.2%

31,872

32,500

-o.t%

2.2%

Area

2006

2011

2016

State

4,239,948

4,588,252

County Wicklow

L26,L94

Bray (CSO town)

31,901

Source: Census of Population, 2006, 2011 & 2016. Note Bray
of Dun Laoghaire Rathdown.

CSO

Change

town includes areas within administrative area

The Draft BMDLAP sets out the housing stock growth required by 2025 based on the current
population targets for the same. The population of Bray is expected to grow by 8,780
people between 2011 and 2025, from 29,339 to 38,119. As a result of this expected
population increase, it is envisaged that a housing stock of +6,133 dwellings is required by
2025. lt should be noted that these targets were set based on the results of the 2011
Census rather than the most recent 2016 Census. This Browth in population will result in an
increased demand for housing.

To address the specific development of Bray Municipal District, the future LAP will have an
initial lifespan of 6 years to 2023. As with proposed Variation No. 1 of the CDP, the Draft
BMDLAP has been prepared under the premise that the population targets for the county
and Bray Municipal District will be revised in light of the 2015 Census, the NPF and RSES. As
a result of this, the future LAP should prioritise the need to meet the short term 5 year
target, with 2 years 'heodroom' to 2025. The Draft BMDLAP states that this 'heodroom is
provided so as to ollow for greater locotion choice ond deolwith ony lond supply inflexibility
which may orise'. As the economy continues to improve, it is likely that a higher population,
and subsequently a higher housing target, will be required.

We are concerned whether the proposed strategy to deliver the required levels to enable
the target population as set out in core strategy of the CDP can be achieved. The Draft
BMDLAP suggests that lands zoned for residential development can accommodate 6,130
dwellings. lt is respectfully submitted that a buffer should be applied to ensure the
necessary quantit), of housing can be developed. lt is not unusual for zoned lands not to
come forward for development as anticipated for various reasons, which includes delays in
servicing lands within a short timeframe. ln this regard, we suggest that a buffer of c. 2%
(being the increase in the population of Bray between 2011 and 2016) be applied. This
would equate to land for another c. L23 dwellings to ensure the required housing targets
can be met within the plan period. We feel this is particularly important to address the
'heodroom'of 2 years allowed to extend the powers of the new LAP once adopted.

We propose that to achieve this buffer of c.123 houses, the c. 4 hectares of our client's
undeveloped lands could provide c.80 homes. A rezoning of these undeveloped lands to
enable the delivery of residential development is vital to achieve the quantum of housing
realistically needed to satisfy the demand for housing in Bray during the life of the LAP.
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Our client has undertaken a review and a development appraisal of the undeveloped portlon

of the landholding. This review of the site's suitability sought to

ensure the most
approprlatc use of the land. ln this regard, it was deemed that due to strong demand for
dwellings in the north east area of Wicklow - particularly sustainable locations in Bray,
residential development would be most appropriate. To support the proposals discussed in
this submission, an indicative scheme has been prepared for the proposed residential zoned
lands to the rear of the existing Bray Retail Park. As our client is in a position to develop the
site themselves, we can confirm that an extremely high quality layout and design can be
achieved. An indicative residential density of 20 units per hectare is proposed. This scheme
is prepared in Appendix A.

3.4.2

Location of subject lands and appropriate land use zoning
The Draft BMDIAP sets out that:

'The town hos the potentialto be the most sustoinable town in the County - a
town which con most easily ochieve the vision of 'walkoble' communities
whereby residents hove access to locol services and focilities including
employment, shops, services, schools, ploygrounds etc all within wolking
distonce. ln addition, all residents in the town have occess to a good quality
public transport system with locol buses ond DART services, thereby reducing the
dependence of residents on privote cor use.' (pSl

a

We contend that our client's lands at the Bray Retail Park can help to achieve a sustainable
community as described above in the short to medium term. The subject site is located in a
prime position for future residents in terms of access to local services and community
facilities. The local pedestrian infrastructure is very good and high frequency bus routes
located just a short walk from the site.
Our client notes that the Draft BMDLAP recognises that there are few undeveloped sites for
housing development available in the town. Furthermore, the Draft BMDLAP outlines that
future development in Bray is heavily constrained by physical barriers to north, south, east

and west. We consider that these constraints allow for the opportunity to develop a more
compact urban form for the town as preferred under national and local policy objectives.

Whilst additional residentially zoned lands are required in the LAP, it is our view that the
most appropriate approach is a targeted review of rezoning existing zoned employment
lands. lt is considered that the existing community and open space areas provide a valuable
social infrastructure resource for the town and should be protected as much as possible so
as to ensure that the existing and future residentially zoned lands have the necessary social
infrastructure located and distributed throughout the town.
Our client's undeveloped lands have been identified as being appropriate for development
by previous development plans and the Draft BMDLAP. The planning application which was
previously permitted on the site (planning reg. ref. 08/811) confirms the site's ability to
absorb development at this location. lt is also highlighted that a residential use here would
be able to avail of the existing facilities and infrastructure (transport and sewerage) in the
local area. Moreover this proposal is supported by Draft Objective R4 which encourages the
use of under-utilised and vacant sites for residential development. The location of new
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development adjacent to the footprint of existing settlements in a sequential manner to
existing services and infrastructure from a town centre outwards is preferable and in
accordance with best planning practice.
The CDP outlines a number of principles for the zoning/designation of greenfield land for
new housing. Our client's lands located adjacent the existing Bray Retail Park adhere to
these principles. We outline how in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.2 Principles for new housing zoning/designations
Compliance of Subiect tands

Principle

Applicotion

of the 'sequential

opprooch' whereby
extends outwords

contiguous

from

zoning
centres,

The subject lands form part of Bray's development area.
I

The lands adjoining the subject lands are developed and include:

-

to the existing built

up port of the settlement

Promotion ol the concept ol .
'wolkoble' nelghbourhoods,
whereby undeveloped londs !
within 70 minutes wolking
distonce oI the settlement
centre ond 5 minutes wolking
distonce ol ony neighbourhood /
r
villoge centres are prioritized

the Bray Retail Park (which includes a crEche); and

existing residential development located

on

Giltspur, at

Deepdales (to the east) and Ballywaltrim Grove (on the northern
side of Bray Southern Cross Road) .

The lands are located in proximity to existing social infrastructure,
public open spaces and within easy range of public transport.
The Draft BMDLAP identifies a NC'Neighbourhood Centre'c.1km to
the east of the site on the Southern Cross Road. Once developed it
will provide an excellent location for the development of a retail hub
serving the southern environs of Bray.

We would also highlight that there are a number of existing
neighbourhood centres located along the Boghall Road to the north
which include Aldi and Tesco.

Promotlon of o sustainable lond

.

use ond tronsportotion pottern,

whereby undeveloped londs
thot ore occesslble to publlc
tronsport routes ore considered
most suitoble for development.

ln this regord, undeveloped lond
within 7 km of any roil or light
roil stop or 5O0m of bus routes
will be prioritized
Londs olreody or eosily seruiced

by o gravity fed woter supply
system qnd woste woter
collection system will be
prioritized
Cognisonce will be token

of the

need to provide upmost
protection to the environment
and heritoge, porticulorly ol
designoted sites, feotures and
buildings
The need to mointoin the rurol
greenbelt betwee n towns

r
.

The lands are located in close proximity (i.e. 200m to the north) to
the 84X Dublin bus route which provides an express route providing
connections to Dublin City Centre.
The 145 Dublin Bus route (located c. 400m to the north) providing
links to Bray Main St, Shankill, Cornelscourt, Stillorgan, Donnybrook,
Leeson Street, before terminating at Heuston Station.

Bus Eireann Route no. 133 is located further

to the north

on

Killarney Road.

.

The previously permitted development on the subject site (Reg. Ref.
08/811) proposed to connect to the existing the Bray Retail Park. lt

is therefore considered that there is sufficient capacity for

a

residential development on the subject site.
A residential development would be more akin to the character and
setting of this site rather than the previous industrial use permission
(Reg. Ref.08/811) resulting in the reduced massing and scale ofthe
st

ructu res.

It is submitted that a residential development would sit comfortably
into the context of the landholding.
The proposed inclusion of the undeveloped portion of the lands as
residential lands respects the rural greenbelt and will not result in
an encroachment of development between towns.

It is considered that the use of these lands for residential
development is appropriate (and preferable to lands further south
at Kilruddery).
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Table 3.2 Principles for new housing zoning/designations (continued)
Principle

Compliance of Subject Lands

Promotlon of the development
ol londs odjocent to existing or

:

planned community ond sociol

infrostrudure, such os

schools

ond open spoce sites/zones.

3.4.3 Deliverability of residential

to existing community and social
infrastructure such as St. Killians Community school as well as Bray

The subject lands are located
Sports and Leisure Centre.

. ln addition, there is an existing crEche

(Park Academy) located

within the overall landholding.

zoned lands

A number of Settlement Strategy Objectives for Bray Municipal District are set out in the
Draft BMDLAP. To achieve these objectives and the key parameters for development (i.e.
environmental protection, sustainability, minimising car journeys and maximising the use of
public transport) a strategy to provide future housing as follows:

'
r
r

providing 35% of all new housing at suitable sites within the town core, including
1,000 units on the former Bray golf club;
the development of a major new centre at Fassaroe with the potential to meet up to
60% of the new housing need of the settlement (c. 4,000 dwellings); and

the designation of a small area of Kilruddery Demesne for additional mix

use

development including residential.

Draft Objective R5 of the Draft BMDLAP seeks to ensure that the designated residential
lands at Fassaroe are to be developed in a comprehensive fashion, rather than piecemeal
developments. Almost 4,000 dwellings are proposed on the Fassaroe lands, which equates
to almost two third of the overall housing growth of the plan period. Due to the strategic
importance of the Fassaroe site, we agree with this strategy for development, however, we
are unsure if the totality of the targets allocated to Fassaroe can be completed within the
lifetime of the LAP. We submit that lands which are serviced and have the ability to be
delivered quickly to the requisite standard should be appropriately zoned to facilitate their
development.

3.4.4

Precedent

-

Kilruddery

The LAP lssues Booklet had sought views on the potential for expanding the town on lands

to the south of Bray to

accommodate new/additional housing in areas such as
Kilruddery/Giltspur/Hollybrook. As noted above, an area of land at Kilruddery Demesne has
now been proposed for residential development in the Draft BMDLAP.

The Draft BMDLAP states that due to 'the extreme shonfoll of suitoble housing land in Broy
ond the high demond for housing in the areo' it considers that there is additional land at
Kilruddery that may be suitable for residential development.

It is a

concern that environmental sensitivities

of

Kilruddery Demesne may delay

developments being built out. The Draft BMDLAP states 'Growth on the southern / southern
western side must consider the historicol Kilruddery Demesne'. Our client's lands have
previously been approved for development and are located in a less sensitive location close

MH15010F01
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to existing services. ln response to the 'extreme shortfall'of housing, it is proposed that the
delivery of residential development at our client's undeveloped lands is readily achievable.

3.5

JUSTIFICATION FOR AMENDMENT B
On behalf of our client we present below the justification for the proposed amendment B.
The north western portion of our client's landholding comprises the Bray Retail Park and
also includes a crEche (Park Academy) located to the north. The retail park is anchored by
Woodies DIY and includes other retail warehouse operators such as DID Electrical, Flanagan
Kerins, Harry Corry, House of Tiles and Maxi Zoo. Overall the employment within the retail
park is estimated at c. 100-110 persons.
Our client welcomes the inclusion of the 'E3: Retail Warehouse' zoning objective in the Draft
BMDLAP. This zoning objective supports of the retail warehouse function of the existing
Bray Retail Park by Wicklow County Council, thereby ensuring that local trade and
employment opportunities are not lost and will also prevent the creation of unsustainable
travel patterns to retail parks further afield. ln this regard we also request that policies

supporting the role of the retail warehousing use in Bray be considered for inclusion in the
new LAP.
While the proposed 'R3: Retoil Worehousing'zoning objective is welcomed by our client, we
are of the view that the proposed list of acceptable uses is narrow and request that list of
uses be broadened to include office and other employment uses.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS ON DRAFT BMDTAP & PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Residentiol

.

.
.
.

The results of the 2016 Census show that the population of Bray and Wicklow is
growing, this growth will lead to an increase in demand for housing, therefore
concerned as to whether the proposed quantum of lands zoned for residential
development can achieve the target population set out in the core strategy of the CDP
Concerned regarding the period of time that will be required to deliver the housing
targets set out for the Fassaroe and Kilruddery site within the lifetime of the future LAP.
Submit that given the character of the subject site (Site A) adjacent to the Bray Retail
Park, the proximity to existing services and the servicing infrastructure currently in
place, it is reasonable that they be considered to accommodate residential uses.
Planning permission on Site A (planning reg. ref. 08/811) confirms the site's ability to
absorb development at this location. The character and setting of Site A is more akin to
a residential development rather than industrial and can provide readily available
serviced land in a sustainable location proximate to existing services and infrastructure
and which can be delivered immediately by a reputable developer subject to it being
designated the appropriate zoning objective.

Retail Worehousing

.

MH16010F01
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Welcome the proposed'E3: RetailWorehousing'land use zoning objective and request
that the proposed list of acceptable uses be broadened to include office and other
employment uses.
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Proposed amendment A:

.

For the undeveloped zoned lands located to the south east of Bray Retail Park (Site A)
our client is seeking: A change from the 'E3: Retoil Worehouse'zoning to 'R20: New
Residential' - 'To focilitote for the provision of high quality new residentiol developments
ot oppropriote densities with excellent loyout and design, well linked to the town centre
ond community focilities. To provide on appropriote mix of house sizes, types ond
tenures in order to meet household needs ond to promote bolonced communities'.

Proposed amendment B:

.

For the existing Bray Retail Park lands (B) our client welcomes the proposed 'E3: Retoil

Warehousing' zoning and requests that the range of uses acceptable under the
proposed 'E3: Retoil Worehousing'zoning objective be broadened to include office and
other employment generating uses.

4

CONCLUSTONS
TlO, our client is the owner of c.9.8 hectares of lands which were zoned in the Rathdown
District Plan no. 2 to accommodate 'EI'- employment land uses where large scale retail
warehousing is identified as a 'normolly permitted'use and office is identified as a 'open for
considerotion' use. Bray Retail Park is contained on c.5.8 hectares of this land holding. The
balance of the zoned land (c.4 hectares) remains undeveloped.
Following a detailed review of the Draft BMDLAP, it is noted that there is no reference to
Retail Warehouse Uses however since the draft was placed on public display Wicklow
County Council has issued a clarification confirming that 'Ej: Retoil Worehousino'use was
been omitted in error from the zoning table as published. The clarification states that this
matter will be formally dealt with at the proposed amendments stage of the plan making
process. Proposed Map No.2 Land Use Zoning indicates purple shading on our client's lands
however the key does not indicate to what use this shading relates. For the purposes of this
submission it is assumed that this shading is the 'E3: Retoil Worehousing'land use zoning
objective. Our client welcomes the zoning objective proposed reflecting existing retail
warehousing uses on the site (Bray Retail Park) however submits that the range of uses
which are acceptable on the zoning are too narrow. ln this regard, our client is seeking that
land uses listed as being acceptable within this objective is broadened to include office and
other employment generating uses.

With respect to the balance of the zoned land which remains undeveloped, a review has
been undertaken by our client to determine the potential uses appropriate to the subject
lands location and context. lt is clear that this appropriately located site located to the south
of the Southern Cross Road (R768), at Bray (a MCT under the RPG/GDA) will play an
important role in securing the objectives as set out in the core strategy of the CDP with
regard to accommodating the target population. This site has been identified as being

MH 16010F01
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appropriate for development by previous development plans and the Draft BMDLAP. This
land benefited from a previous planning consent (planning reg. ref. 08/811) and therefore is
confirmed as being suitable for development. The location of new development adjacent to
the footprint of existing settlements in a sequential manner to exlsting services and
infrastructure from a town centre outwards is preferable and in accordance with best
planning practice. The character and setting of the site is in our view more akin to a
residential development and can provide readily available serviced land in a sustainable
location proximate to existing and proposed services and infrastructure and which can be
delivered immediately by reputable developer subject to it being designated the appropriate
zoning objective.
Our client is seeking the following amendments to the Draft BMDLAP

For the undeveloped zoned lands located
client seeks:

to the south east of Bray Retail Park (A) our

A change from 'E3.' Retail Warehousing'to 'R2O New Residentiol' -'To focllitate lor the
provision of high quality new residentiol developments at oppropriate densities with
excellent layout and design, well linked to the town centre and community facilities. To
provide an appropriate mix of house sizes, types and tenures in order to meet household
needs and to promote balonced communities',
For the existing Bray Retail Park lands (B) our client welcomes the proposed 'E3: Retoil
Wore housi ng' zoning objective a nd seeks:

The range of uses acceptable under the proposed '83; Retail Worehousing' zoning
objective be broadened to include office and other employment generating uses.
Proposed land use zoning changes

o

Proposed broadening of acceptable uses
in E3: Retail Warehousing

B

I
I

A
4

Proposed change

4,

t,/..

to

R2O

New Residential

\

4
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TIO respectfully requests that the proposed amendments sought and justified hercln are
considered and taken into account by Wicklow County Council in the finalisation of the Bray
Municipal District Local Area Plan 2017-2023. lt is further highlighted to Wicklow County
Council that Bridgedale, a reputable residential development company, with TIO's support,
is in the process of being acquired by Glenveagh Properties as a result of the forthcoming

€450m lrish housebuilding IPO launch. This gives further credibility to the skills and
resources available to deliver the proposed residential development in Bray which will be
facilitated by the amendments requested in this submission.
We would also like to confirm that our client would welcome the opportunity to give any
further information, access to the site or detail to Wicklow County Council in respect of this
submission.

MH16010F01
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TIO PROPOSAL
INDICATIVE FRAMEWORK
To support the proposals discussed in this submission, an indicative scheme (Figure 1) has been
prepared for the proposed residential zoned lands to the rear of the existing Bray Retail Park. lt is
proposed that the site can accommodate a distinctive residentia! development, which achieves a
personal identity while integrating with and contributing to the local services and facilities. The
indicative design illustrates that an appropriate level of dwellings can be achieved whilst ensuring
adequate public and private amenity spaces are provided.
As our client is in a position

to develop the site themselves, we can confirm that an extremely high
quality layout and design can be achieved. An indicative residential density of 20 units per hectare is
proposed. lt is submitted that the emerging potential proposals for the subject lands will provide a
high quality residentialdevelopment in an excellent location.
Figure 1 Draft lndicative Layout
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Source: McLoughlin Architecture
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Figure 2 Draft tayout
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ACCESS RECONFIGURATION
An indicative access arrangement is proposed by our client. The emerging potential design solution
for the subject lands includes a review of the treatment of the access to create a shared, yet a very
much residential roadway typology to serve the lands to the rear. The intention to split the
residents' access to the left and the retail park customers to the right at the entrance.
The roadway will be shared with the existing childcare facility that will in turn serve the housing
development and will also continue to support normal deliveries to the existing retail park. The
opportunity exists to provide an entranceway with a residential appearance (see Figure 5). So as to
manage traffic an amended road configuration will result in a more residential friendly environment
for future residents. The reconfiguration will allow the introduction of a landscaped streetscape
through a planted verge with column type fastigiated type trees, green climbing walls on both sides
and topiary type hedging to both (see Figure 4). At the same time the overall road width will still be
capable of accommodating service vehicles for the retail park and refuse trucks for the residential
area.
This treatment will continue up to through the existing site to the proposed residential area. The

servicing area for Bray Retail Park will be screened with appropriate landscaping to give the
proposed residential development hierarchy in the journey from the public road to the proposed
residential site to the rear (see Figure 5). The development site will be designed to take full
advantage of the topography of the site as well as the expansive views that it offers while seeking to
merge with the surrounding landscape and area.
It is highlighted that the permitted access was deemed appropriate for the 2008 commercial/office
development located on the lands to the rear of the Bray Retail Park (Reg. Ref. 08/811). lt is likely
that a residential development, if permitted, would result in traffic levels less than the previously
permitted quantum of development here.
Figure 4 Cross Section of Access Proposals
I
I
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Figure 5 Existing and Sketch Access Proposals

Source: McLoughlin Architecture
Figure 6 Existing and Draft Sketch Access Proposals
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heir in'' -tment in TIO to prepare this submission in rel'''-n to the Bray Municipal
077-20. The investment manager of TIO is Oaktree Cap . Management which is a
management firm. Oaktree have been active in the lrish market over the last number
;uisitions of a range of development and investments assets such as Greystones Marina
urrently under construction.
; the owner of lands of c. 9.8 hectares at Bray Retail Park, Bray County Wicklow. The
as prompted the review by our client of the potential uses appropriate to the subject
lands for residential calculations will assist in supplying residential zoned lands which
rlshortfall identified in the Wicklow County Development Plan.

in the lrish market over the last number of years with strategic acquisitions of a range
rstments assets such as Greystones Marina 'Marina Village' which is currently under

s is a waterside residential location which features approximately 358 architecturally
and the creation of a coastal 14-acre (5.7ha) park on the north shores of the
r client has a strong track record of delivering high quality housing.
vlunicipal District Local Area Plan our client is seeking that the zoning objective of the
etail Park is aligned to Enterprise & Employment - Retail Warehousing (E3) to provide
rt including for the provision of retail warehousing in recognition of its employment use
risting land use relating to the lands. Large scale retail warehousing is identified as a
rnder the E1 zoning objective relating to the lands.
ated to the south of Giltspur lane and to the east of the existing Bray Retail Park, on
entified as being appropriate for development. The planning application permitted on
. 08/811) confirms the site's ability to absorb development at this location. While the
l, it is considered, in the context of a favourable zoning change, the subject lands are
ate a future residential use on the undeveloped lands to the south of the Retail Park.

of the Draft County Development Plan. From a strategic perspective, our client is s,
idential development in the future countywide ;ulations applicable
considered fo
Our client is recommending the following:1. Our Client is (for the lands located to the rear of Bray Retail Park) seeking the follc
zoning (as set out in Figure 1) to:-

Residential Use (R1) - To protect existing residentiol amenity; to provide for oppropric
2. Our Client is (for the existing Bray Retail Park lands) seeking the following change fror
Enterprise & Employment - Retail Warehousing (E3) - To provide
including the provision of retoil warehousing.'

for

economlc devel

Figure 1 -Proposed Alterations to Zoning Objective relating to lands
Proposed for Potential Future
Use To proted ertsdng resid'

provlde

lor

approprlate lnfill.'
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; TO BRAY MUNICIPAL DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PLAN

;ubmission is that appropriately located sites such as our client's lands located to the
ross Road (R768), at Bray which is a Metropolitan Consolidation Town (under the
res) will play an important role in securing the objectives as set out in the Core Strategy
evelopment Plan 2015-2022 (County Plan) - particularly in respect of the provision of
is submitted to Wicklow County Council that our clients lands can make a valuable
ned need for future residential development in Bray

Proposed for Enterprise & Employment - Retai! Warehousing (83)
To provide for economic development and employment lncluding
the provision ol retail warehousing.'

or contributins fullv to its desisnated role
lve it is evident that Brav is not performi
lement hierarchv as set out in the Countv Plan and the RPG/GDA. Brav needs to
l-l

.---.---ra..ll.

subject site and also having regard to the review of thc Wicklow County Dr
preparation of a new Bray Municipal District Plan for the north east portion of C

Local Area Plan 2OL7-2023 lssues Booklet.

o the Planning Authority that the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended,
! commentary on zoning relating to local area plans in respect of the non-mandatory
onsultation. As such the provisions of Section 8(b) of the Planning and Development
2010 which relate to Development Plans do not applv to LocalArea Plans.
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Overall the preparation of the Bray Municipal District Local Area Phn by Wir
welcomed and supported by our client. The amalgamation and strcrmlining t

statutory plans for the Bray area will assist in providing a coherent fran
approach to the sustainable development of the area.
Figure 1.1

-

Subject lands at Southern Cross

tlnager of TIO is Oaktree Capital Management which is a leading global investment
r. Oaktree have been active in the lrish market over the last number of years with
ons of a range of development and investments assets such as Greystones Marina
hich is currently under construction.

ireystones is a waterside residential location which features approximately 358
signed A-rated homes and the creation of a coastal 14-acre (5.7ha) park on the north
velopment. As such our client has a strong track record of delivering high quality

cn submission is made to Wicklow County Council in response to the request for
lservations in respect of the proposed Bray Municipal District Local Area Plan 2017public consultation period from 12th October 2015 to 11th November 2015. This
Ce to Wicklow County Council in advance of the submission/observation deadline of
th November2OtS.

t

site contains a successful retail park and cr6che as well as undeveloped lands located
nting to some 4 hectares. Existing residential areas located some 120m are situated
orth east at Deepdales. Additional residential areas are located further 150m to the
rim Grove (see figure 1.1).

tted immediately to the north of the site includes some residential development.
st along the Southern Cross, there is a substantial area of commercial lands at Bray
lfurther residential areas. Kilruddery Demesne East and West is located to the south
subject lands towards the Southern Cross and the R761 which connects Bray to
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Under the Rathdown District Plan no. 2 (as part of the Wicklow Cannty Deve
our cli--+s overall landholding was zoned 'EL' - emplc' 'ent ujc. lerye sc
identii. as a 'normally permitted' use under the E1 zon...o objectiw. Thc pur
provide for a residential land use zoning relatine to the lands located to the re,
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Figure 1.3

Planning Reg. Ref. 08/811 Site Section

Bray Retail Park - Planning Reg. Ref. 08/811

January 2009, Wicklow County Council granted permission
, for development comprising:-

for

development to

d worehouse / distribution space in 22 no units in 7 blocks with ossocioted offices,
witchrooms, ossocioted site works, roads ond landscaping.'
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' Retair 'k are well positioned to adhere to sustainable 'elopment principles

Will

and

tnd objt.lrves for the delivery of sustainable housing, as der"arled in the National Spatial
J in the Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area (RPG/GDA).
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Figure 2.1
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Strategy (NSS)
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due to be replaced by a new National Planning Framework, the NSS still provides
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Regional PlanningGuidelines
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Within the GDA, a distinction is made in the guidelines between the Metropolit
area of Dublin and its immediate environs) and the Hinterland Aree which
extensive areas of countryside containing a range of designated development c
on transportation corridors.
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Bray is located in the Metropolitan Area and is classified as a Metropolitan C
settlement hierarchy. Such towns are described as a 'strong octive urbon plac
areo with strong tronsport links.'

tol setting copable of absorbing development in terms of droinage etc.?

rt:
for reinforcing usage of public tronsport, walking and cycling?

uelopment Test:
to ensure integrotion between the locotion of housing and employment?
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The settlement stratesv for the GDA aims to:-

north. The Retail Park is anchored by Woodir
retail warehouse operators such as DID Electrical, Flanagan Kerins, Harry Corr
Zoo. Overall the employment within the Retail Park is estimated at c. 100highlight that there are extensive employment generating lands located along t
such the employment generating potential of the area will not be meterirlly af'
zoning status to residential development. Figure 3.1 shows the employmen
southern area of Bray. Other lands within Fassaroe to the west of Bra
employment lands.
(Park Academy) located to the

lPGs Metropolitan Consolidation Towns (MCTs) such as Bray are located close to Dublin
as part of the Gateway. The RPGS state that MCTs should continue to be developed 'g!
scole os port of the consolidotion of the metropoliton oreo.' and to continue to support
ort corridors connecting these locations to the City, each other and the Large Growth

:rland.
t that towns such as Bray:;s, specify ond plon

for the long term growth of

'o take place over o series

these centres -up

to

15

700,000

of Development Plons, so thot the planning of new

fully tokes into account the long term growth role of these centres; ensuring
: the coordinoted integration of oll new services to serve future exponsion.'

z

It the new Bray Municipal

District Local Area Plan has regard to the policies set out in
(RPGs) which recognise the metropolitan area's key role in the economic and social

1.6

The site is elevated and is located to the rear of Bray Retail Park, on the sc
Environs. The site is accessed at an existing roundabout on the Southern Cros:
N11/M1 Motorway. The existing access to the subject site was upgraded arisir
ofthe Bray Retail Park (under Planning Reg. Ref.03/8197).

It is highlighted that the permitted access was deemed appropriate for the
development located on the lands to the rear of the Bray Retail Park. lt i:
development, if permitted, would result in traffic levels less than the previous
development here.

1e state.

solidation will help towards ensuring that land use and transportation are integrated
:nt in other infrastructure is also used efficiently.

1.7

tt consolidation with the aim of reducing urban sprawland the inefficiencies associated
rttlement patterns should be promoted in the new Bray Municipal District Local Area
ant to ensure sufficient high quality housing is available in the right places, with good

2.3

WICKLOW COUNTY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2OL6-2022

2.3.L

Core Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy

18

Section 2.4 of the Draft CDP sets out the core strategy which is in eccordance
Area Regional Planning Guidelines 2OLO-2022 (RPGs) and National Spetial Stra

The lands were included in the Rathdown District Plan. According to Map 2
Plan, the zoning objective of the lands was Employment (E1/E2/E3). Large r
'normolly permitted'use under the E1 zoning matrix of the Rathdown District Pl

vices and amenities.

ur clients' lands, located to the south of Bray Retail Park, meet the criteria (broad
work) for the location of development within the development footprint of the
solidation Town of Bray.

t regards to the asset test, the subject lands are located within

the highest level in the hierarchy (in table 2.2) (Metropolitan Arce Consolir
easy access

of local

ndary schools. There is an existing crdche located adjacent. ln relation to the carrying
proposal can be readily absorbed into its setting and is capable of being connected to
services. Furthermore the subject lands meet the transport test as there are 2 no.
ts located close by (84X and 1,45). With regards to the economic development test, the
rg of our client includes the Bray Retail Park which provides employment opportunities.
:s of the subject site which include a high quality green infrastructure resource will
de and reinforce a strong sense of place and
;al to
er.

p

cha

indicated as a Metropoliton Areo Consolidotion Town in the
19

RPGs.

The delivery of new housing should be within the existing settlement bounr
emphasis on the north east of the County (within the metropolitan erea) whe
infrastructure in place to serve new residential communities. Our client's landh
Bray Retail Park is well placed to take advantage of the existing social infrastrur
lands 'ch include primary and secondary schools vell as communit
Shoreh,,- swimming pool. lt is also noted there is an exi$rrrg crEche operating i
a,tt

alia*+te

l^^.1

L^l.li^^

located to the south ot Bray Ketarl ParK are located lmmedtately to the south ot the
tprint Sray and are located within the environs of B - which is indicated for
; such t,,- lands are well placed to contribute to the overall ,,\rr,rsing need for Bray in the
lerm.

lllLledsE, WllllE Uttwttrlt

Excludrng the element of Bray located within the admin,:rrative area of Dun
fall in population was more pronounced between 2006 and 2011at {.8%, whilr
the increase in populationwas2.2%o. This compares to an increase in populatio
of Wicklow between 2OO2 and 20L7.

28

tht that the subject lands are located in proximity to existing public transport Dublin
rn the Southern Cross Road and at Ballywaltrim - providing connections to Dublin City
;o served by the DART, which is connected to Dublin Bus routes.

Table 2.2

tcluding material amendments) outlines that the RPGs require that 42% of the total
to County Wicklow be allocated to the Metropolitan Area settlements and that the
remainder be allocated to the Growth Towns, weighted towards the Large Growth
lement hierarchy and also particularly towards towns with rail based public transport
population growth to be directed towards the'growth towns'.

-

Population at State and local Level 2002,2006 & 2011

%c

Area

2002

2006

20LL

%Changc
2002-2006

State

3,9t7,203

4,239,848

4,591,269

8.20X

774,676

L26,L94

L36,640

10.0x

town)

30,951

31,901

3L,872

3.1%

_(

Bray (Wicklow)

28,0O2

29,8L4

28,592

2.9X

-(

County Wicklow
Bray

raft CDP outlines population targets for Bray. Over the L7 year period 2011-2028 there
rrget of some 10,551 for Bray which equates to a 35% increase. Or to a per onnum

ZrJUo dllt.l ZUIJ. LllE PtJpUlclLltJll lell L,y -\,.1re l'U JlrorZ.

627 persons.

200
8

(cso

Source: Census of Population, 2002, 2006
Laoghaire Rathdown.

& 2011. Note Bray CSO town includer .re.r

witl^

ation Targets for Bray
29
Town

20L],

2022

2025

2028

Bray

29,339

36,237

38,119

40,000

It is clear that Bray has not contributed thus far to the objectives of the Regior
respect of its status as a Metropolitan Consolidation Town and that the pc
occurred in line with its designation and the long term target of up to 100,000
Regional Planning Guidelines.

t

30

Our client is seeking that the overall strategic hierarchy and planning framew
county which will support and underpin the principles of locating developm,
social services and infrastructure as well as good transportation links. All witl
dependency and commuting times within the Greater Dublin Area.

31

It is our considered view that the conclusions in respect of the allocations of pc
Draft County Development Plan and the constraints identified vis a vis expan
and east/north of Bray, is an increase in appropriate areas in the environs o1
adjacent to the south of Bray Retail Park are ideally placed to deliver much
housing - all in line with strategic policy. Equally the overall subject site include
a crdche. lt is important that the new Bray Municipal District Plan provides ar
that portion of the site.

2.3.3

Population and Housing

CDP

rts the structure of Wicklow's settlement hierarchy and the preferred development
vas informed by the Regional Planning Guidelines (RPGs) and the environmental
re county. lt is based on building strong urban centres while protecting the rural
important the new Wicklow County Development Plan continues with the emphasis on
viced land within the metropolitan area of Wicklow. - particularly Bray, which is at the
hy for the County as a Metropolitan Consolidation Town.
rds

of the 2011 Census the population of the State grew by 8.L% from 4,239,203 lo
:n 2006 and 2011; broadly in line with the two previous inter-censal periods. The 2011
_t

?l--

a:-._-

: the benefit of existlng infrastructure (transport and sewerage) as well as social
:h as schools, doctors etc. Such areas are capable of absorbing such growth in a
and would be best able to deliver upon the population growth in the County over the
r

#:*,

Wicklow County Plan,

population growth into areas such as adjacent to the Bray Retail Park with existing
place maximises the return on the investment in services. The location of new
rin the footprint of existing settlements in a sequential manner to existing services and
T a town centre outwards is preferable and in accordance with best planning practice.

*]i'". ;""H;';J::J''.',H;::' ;:l:?#ll

il[ ;

o, I
generating lands in the southern area of Bray. Other lands within Fassaroe
currently include employment lands. lt is submitted a degree of flexibility woul
for a residential use on our clients lands as there are a number of viable ar
generating sites within the Bray area..
2.3.5.1 Settlement Strategy Objectives

42

The Draft CDP outlines a number of settlement strategy objectives which includ

:nts for the County and Bray
SSI To implement the County Wicklow Core Strotegy ond Settlement Strot
availobility of services ond infrastructure ond in porticulor, to direct gr(
metropoliton growth centre ond the lorge, moderote ond smoll growth to,
hinterlond oreo.

perspective it is evident that Bray is not performing or contributing fully to its
rd function in the settlement hierarchy as set out in the County Plan and the RPG/GDA.
clude for new residential zoned lands at appropriate locations to fulfil its role and

553 Io ensure thot oll settlements, os for os is procticoble, develop in a st
populotion growth occurring in tondem with physicol ond sociol infrt
development. Development should support o compoct urban form ond th

; located adjacent to the Bray Retail Park will contribute positively to this objective.
In active in the lrish market over the last number of years with strategic acquisitions of
)pment and investments assets such as Greystones Marina 'Marina Village' which is

and tronsport.

SS4 To require new housing development to locote on designoted
boundories of settlements, in occordance with the development policies for

r

)nstruction.

555 Io prepare new locol plons for the following oreos during the lifetime
Broy M unicipo I District, Wicklow-Rothnew, Arklow, Rothdrum, Newtownmt
Delgony and Kilcoole, Blessington.

ireystones is a waterside residential location which features approximately 358
signed A-rated homes and the creation of a coastal L4-acre (5.7ha) park on the north
velopment. As such our client has a strong track record of delivering high quality
43

tegy
CDP,

the population of Bray is targeted to increase from 29,339 in 2011 to 40,000

in

44

out that Bray is the largest town in County Wicklow located in a strategically important
e metropolitan area and at the eastern gateway to the County. The town has the best
the County, with access to the N/M11 transportation corridor (including M50), DART/

ity bus service. lt is a strong active town that provides a higher order economic and
'its loc'' 'esidents and for residents from other surroundin- ^1wns and villages.
--.--^--.:.--J

--

-rl

-!J--

L

Our client is supportive of the objectives outlined above. With regrrds to

:

adopted Plan for the county recognises the critical link between the dclircry of
appropriate locations which are serviced by existing infrastructure. lt is lmport
residential land has the ability to be serviced quickly using existing infrastructr
to maximise the return made by the taxpayer on the seMces servicing areas.

The recognition that growth should be directed into metropoliten consol
important. ln this regard, the development of the lands to the south of
consistent with Policy SS1 in that they are serviced and located within a metr
identified as locations 'to direct growth'into. We would highlight that there
social infrastructure in the area including schools, retail, commercial es well as

as schools including a crEche on the lands owned by our client. As such
reside I purposes is considered to be in accordance wi olicy SS3.

)raft

that one of the principal functions
'the delivery of new housing'

CFD acknowledges

newort.

-'a

development plan 'rs to

mework is to ensure inter alio that:development is encouroged ond facilitoted, in the correct locations;
rcd and serviced lond is avoiloble in these locotions to ochieve the growth required;

located to the south of the existing Bray Retail Park are ideally placed to provide the
' residential lands for the north east of the County of Wicklow.

re objective of providing sustainable communities, the Draft CDP includes a number of
. lt is submitted the lands located to the south of the existing Bray Retail Park would be
e existing social infrastructure in the area such as community and commercial facilities.

UKK
7

Our client welcomes the commentary in the lssues Booklet that ?n order t
tqrgets, it will be necessory to ensure thot there is o supply of suitable zonec
these settlements.'

8

The lssues Booklet acknowledges that a long term approach is being taken fo
largest settlement in the County 'and designated for the highest level of gro
intention 'is to ensure that enough land is zoned in this plan to accommodate tl

9

ln this regard, our client's landholding to the rear of Bray Retail Park is well pla
the 8,000 dwellings required for Bray to meet its 2028 population targets.

10

The lssues Booklet highlights that the capacity of the existing lands zoned in Br
units and that there 'is a shortfall of aooroxi
lv 3,250 units if the 40,fi)0 r

J under the provisions of Section 18, 19 and 20 of the Planning and Development Acts
As such the new Bray Municipal District LAP must play a key role in achieving the
red in higher-level plans and strategies which include:-

d.

,olicy Statement 2015;

ipatial Strategy;
,lanning Guidelines;
iounty Development Plans; and
iovernment Policy.

met.'
y with the requirements of the legislation therefore, the guidelines state that local area

damentally guided and shaped by:

1.1

Clearly the preparation of the BMDLAP is timely given the shortfall of housing
there are few undeveloped sites for housing development available in the town

1.2

The lssues Booklet outlines that Bray is constrained by the border wfth Dun La
north, to the east by the coast and by Bray Head/Little Sugarloaf to the south.
natural constraints are evident, it is considered that these constnints allov
develop a more compact urban form for the town. Our client's lands to the re
will assist in the 'significant challenge' of providing for an extra 3,250 units witl

cific aims and objectives for the area of the local area plan in the relevant Regional
; Guidelines;

ecific objectives for the area of the local area plan identified within the core strategy of
vant City or County Development Plan, including population targets and quantities of
uired for residential or other purposes within such core strategy; and

that can be readily serviced.
tcity of existing essential social (schools, community facilities) and physical (transport,
:rvices, communications) infrastructure, including the realistic prospects for addressing
constraints.
:refore to ensure that the future development of Bray is in line with the Core Strategy
n and that the new Bray Municipal District LAP will provide for the appropriate zoning
rntial, employment, retail, amenity, community and educational uses in order to deliver
n through a plan-led approach.
rmined the full details and particulars of the lssues Booklet as published by Wicklow
respect of the Bray MunicipalDistrict LocalArea Plan (BMDLAP).

consi. ,d the overall rationale for preparing a co-or\ led LAP 'qs one holistic
or the north east of Wicklow taking into account the 'interconnections and

3.2
13

1,4

OPTIONS FOR NEW HOUSING
The lssues Booklet correctly highlights that there are two main options for
focusing on the existing built up area of Bray town and rllow housing rnd or ir
available lands. ln this option, the BMDLAP states that this would requi
throughout the town from employment/community/open space to resider
outlined is to zone greenfield lands for new housing and expanding thc size of tl

It is our view that the most appropriate approach is a targeted rwiew of
employment lands. lt is considered that the existing community rnd ope

valuak

and

ocial infrastructure resource for the town
uld be protected a
to ensu, e that the existing and future residentially zoneu rands hat the nece:

':

I

are lo( J to the south of Giltspur Iane and to the east ol
existing Bray Retail Park,
ave been identified as being appropriate for development. The planning application

itted on the site (planning reg. ref. 08/811) confirms the site's ability to

absorb
his location. While the permission lapsed in 2074, it is considered the subject lands are
:ommodate a future residential use on the undeveloped lands to the south of the Retail

ted that a residential use here would be able to avail of the existing crdche located
:ent to the northern portion of the subject site.

lr

rlt.3
tlrlf

he Draft CDP highlights that new housing development shall be required to locate on
lesignated land in settlements. The Draft CDP correctly seeks to locate new residential
lesignated town and village centres, neighbourhood centres through the densification
It up area, as well as locating development on brownfield sites.

rat
tt
tl
Source: Rathdown No. 2 Plan 2010-2016 Wicklow Development Plan

Figure 3.2

ftlines a number of principles for the zoning/designation of greenfield land for new
nts lands located to the south of the existing Bray Retail Park adhere to the principles

-

Proposed Alterations to Zoning Objective relating to lands
Proposed for Futurc Rl Residt
protect existing resldential an

rw as follows:-

for oppropriate infill.'

: 'sequentiol opproach' whereby zoning extends outwords from centres, contiguous to
up port of the settlement;
rg the subject lands are developed and include the Bray Retail Park (which includes a
rcated adjacent to existing residential development located on Giltspur lane. Existing
rt Deepdales (to the east) as well as RE zoned lands on Giltspur Lane and Ballywaltrim
rthern side of Bray Southern Cross Road) confirm that the subject site is in accordance
'iol approach'to the zoning of lands as the subject site extends from the existing built
tray. We would also highlight that there are dwellings on Giltspur lane which are
zoning objective and that a more appropriate residential zoning would be appropriate.

f the'seguential opproach'is required by the Sustainable Residential Development in
ch were issued under Section 28 of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as
h

the Planning Authority is required to have regard to the guidance.

t

t

L

6

ri

!rt
t,a*.

o'i
t

)erspective it is important that the Council follows not only Government Guidance, but
; of locating development sequentially from the developed footprint outwards.

*

!

t

,'

i *
a + '4.
r .t
T

I

Proposed for Enterprise & Employment - Retail WarehousinelE3l To
iar ceanamir dovolanmont

prwtde

and on+rl'lavt*tortt ineltulinet |ho aravicitr,n aJ *olail

ated rn proxrmrty to exrstrng socral rntrastructure, publrc open spaces and wtthtn easy
ansport. The existing Bray Town Development Plan has a substantial area of NS1 lands
the east on the Southern Cross Road. The NS1 lands zoning objective is:-

The need to maintain the rural greenbelt between towns;
29

The lands were zoned E1 under the Rathdown District No. 2 Plan rs part o{
County Development Plan. lt is submitted the proposed inclusion of the southe
residential lands respects the rural greenbelt and will not result in an encroi
between towns.

30

As outlined in the Rathdown District No. 2 Plan our clients lands will not impir

'or o neighbourhood retail development, comprising of o supermorket of not
500 sq.m of net retailfloor spoce, ond other oncillory neighbourhood uses.'
ndeveloped, given the extent of residential development located along both sides of
rss Road, it is considered the NS1 lands, will provide an excellent location for the
retail hub serving the southern environs of Bray.
ighlight that there are a number of neighbourhood centres located along the Boghall
r (including an Aldi) as well as Tesco on the approach to the Bray Main Street. Closer,
e, located at the end of the Killarney Road, performs a local 'top up' retail function for
i etc. The lands are also located within easy walking distance of significant social
the form of primary and secondary schools (as well as religious institutions) in the
Bray. ln addition there are significant areas of open space and community facilities
ning pool located to the immediate north.
'tstainable lond use ond transportotion pottern, whereby undeveloped lands thot are
ilic transport routes are considered most suitable for development. ln this regord,
I within 7 km ol any rail or light rail stop or 500m of bus routes will he prioritized;

ated in close proximity to the 84X Dublin bus route which provides an express route
)ity Centre, is located on the Bray Southern Cross, (200 m to the north). The Dublin Bus
I c. 400m to the north at Ballywaltrim, links to Bray Main street, Shankill, Cornelscourt,
brook, Leeson Street, before terminating at Heuston Station. ln addition the Bus
l. 133 is located further to the north on Killarney Road. Bray Dart station is also
ublin Bus services.

south. As such it is considered that the use of these lands for re
appropriate, and should be included in the preparation of the new Bray Muni
North East of the county. lt is submitted the use of the lands for residen
extension of the residential use located to the north east.

the

Promotion ol the development of lands adjocent to existing or plonnec
infrastructure, such as schools and open spoce sites/zones.
31.

The subject lands located to the south of Bray Retail Park are located to existi
infrastructure such as St. Killians Community school as well as Bray Sports anc
located adjacent on the northern side of the Southern Cross Road. ln addi
crEche (Park Academy) located within the overall landholding which could s
community.

3.2.3

Employment Use on overall lands

32

The lssues Booklet outlines that economic development and the creation of e
are fundamental to the creation of sustainable communities. Our client's ovt
hectares includes the successful Bray Retail Park as well as a crEche. lt is
warehousing' is identified as a 'normally permitted' use under the El zoning obj

33

The Retail Park is anchored by Woodies DIY and includes other retail warehou
Electrical, Flanagan Kerins, Harry Corry, House of Tiles & Maxi Zoo. Our client
objective relating to this portion of the landholding is provided for in the ne,
Plan, lt is noted the Retail Park currently employs in the region of 1@-110 p
degree of flexibility would be appropriate to allow for a residential use on our c
number of viable and available employment generating sites within the Bray arr

34

Our Client is (for the existing Bray Retail Park lands) seeking the following chang

'easily seruiced by a gravity fed woter supply system and woste wdter collection
'oritized;

were subject to a planning application which received permission (under Planning Reg.
fi)9 for an industrial/warehouse and office development of some 7,200 sq. m. The
pment proposed to connect to the existing phase 1 lands (now comprising the Bray
tch it is considered that there is sufficient capacity for a residential development on the
that an alteration to the zoning of the c. 4 hectares is appropriate and should be
, Planning Authority in the formulation of the Bray District Municipal LAP.
Q token

ol the need to provide upmost protection to the environment and heritage,

Retail Warehousin. 3) - To provia
development and employment including the provision ol retoll worehousi

E

prise

&

Employment

-

rning A--,iority to the enclosed note from Lisney which sr*-.ls that 'the location is an
on ottroctive residentiol development. Demond for quolity new homes is strong in the

Figurr - Greystones Marina - currently being develc

egion ot present, due to the excellent tronsport links to Dublin City Centre ond
; such os Sondyford and Cherrywood, in addition to the abundonce of schools, retail
tr recreotionol omenities in the locolity.'

and is the owner of lands of c. 9.8 hectares at Bray Retail Park, Bray County Wicklow.
I the lands has prompted the review by our client of the potential uses appropriate to
The inclusion of the lands for residential calculations will assist in supplying residential
h will address the residential shortfall identified in the Wicklow County Development
'd

Eye

view looking from the north

.}.-

Figure 4.3

,n active in

the lrish market over the last number of years with strategic acquisitions of
)pment and investments assets such as Greystones Marina 'Marina Village' which is

)nstruction.

-

Greystones Marina

-

proposed coastal park
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lndicative Layout

Figure 4.7

-Draft
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3

split the residents access to the left and the retail park customers to the right at the

I be shared with the existing childcare facility that will in turn

serve the housing

I will also continue to support normal deliveries to the existing retail park. The

I

s to provide an entranceway with a residential appearance (see figure 4.9). So as to
amended road configuration will result in a more residential friendly environment for
The reconfiguration will allow the introduction of a landscaped streetscape through a
:h column type fastigiated type trees, green climbing walls on both sides and topiary
loth (see figure 4.8), At the same time the overall road width will still be capable of
ervice vehicles forthe Retail Park and refuse trucks forthe residentialarea.

I

t$

rill continue up to through the existing site to the proposed residential area. The
Bray Retail Park will be screened with appropriate landscaping to give the proposed
,pment hierarchy in the journey from the public road to the proposed residential site to
ure 4.10). The development site will be designed to take full advantage of the
e site as well as the expansive views that it offers while seeking to merge with the
Figure 4.10

;cape and area.

;

-

Existing and Draft Sketch Access Proposals

Section of Access Proposals
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It is submitted that the emerging potential proposals for the subjcct lends u
residential development in an excellent location.

r client of the potential uses appropriate to the subject site and also having regard to
nty Development Plan20t6-2022 and new Local Area Plan for the Municipal Area of

of this submission is that appropriately located sites such as our client's lands located
he southern Cross Road (R768), at Bray which is a Metropolitan Consolidation Town
nl Planning Guidelines) will play an important role in securing the objectives as set out
rgy of the Wicklow County Development Plan 2016-2022 (County Plan) - particularly in
rvision of housing.
ll subject site includes the Bray Retail Park and a crdche. lt is important that the new
strict Plan provides an appropriate land use to that portion of the site.

)ATIONS
nmending the following:-

rr the lands located to the rear of Bray Retail Park) seeking the following change from
sct out in Figure 1)to:11)

-'Io protect existing residential amenity; to provide

for appropriate infill,'

)r the existing Bray Retail Park lands) seeking the following change from the

Retail Warehousing (E3) - fo provide
:ding the provision ol retail warehousing.'

ployment

-

for

E1 zoning

economic development ond

rcspectfully request that the suggestions and recommendations made herein are
rken into account by Wicklow County Council in the finalisation of the Wicklow County

n 20L5-2O22. We would also like to confirm that our client would welcome the
ive any further information or detail in respect of this submission to the Planning

